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ABSTRACT
The Birdbear Formation of northwestern North Dakota is a carbonate – evaporite unit
deposited on a rimmed carbonate platform during the Late Devonian. The upper and lower
contacts are conformable and the formation has been previously divided into two informal upper
and lower members. Analyses of core intervals, thin sections, total organic carbon, and wire line
logs have allowed for the identification of three informal units that are divided based on
lithologic changes, depositional settings, and reservoir characteristics of the formation. Each unit
is identified and mapped across the study area using core to log correlations. The units are
recognized and named in ascending order as unit 1, unit 2, and unit 3.
A variable lithologic architecture is recognized within the formation, although the
formation may be broken down into four primary lithologies: anhydrite, mudstone, wackestone,
and packstone. Variations amongst these lithologies are identified based on the relative
abundance of fossils, calcite, dolomite, and anhydrite. Unit divisions are initially recognized
based on significant lithologic changes throughout the core intervals and are then coupled with
changes in the identifiable reservoir characteristics to enhance the accuracy of each unit division.
Analysis of the lithologic and reservoir characteristics allow for the recognition of three primary
depositional settings across the platform. These settings are interpreted as subtidal, intertidal, and
supratidal, which correlate with unit 1, unit 2, and unit 3; respectively. Overall, the sequence is
interpreted to represent one regressive mega-cycle from the maximum transgressive deposits at
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the end of Duperow time, to the supratidal/sabkha conditions at the start of Three Forks
deposition.
Thin section analysis of the formation presents evidence of lithological changes
throughout the formation which define the available porosity within each unit. The main factors
contributing to porosity changes are; anhydrite development, dolomitization, calcite
crystallization, and compaction features. These processes both enhance and diminish porosity
throughout the Birdbear where the primary form of porosity is intergranular pore space
surrounding crystalline dolomite rhombs. Fracturing and intragranular porosities within fossil
fauna locally enhance the porosity. Diminished porosity zones may be present by abundant
carbonate crystallization within both intergranular and intragranular pore space. Further porosity
degradation is recognized by late stage compaction of the interval, as documented by the
abundant presence of stylolites and anhydrite development.
Analyses of these individual characteristics which define the Birdbear Formation allow
for the analysis of the formation as a reservoir quality interval. The porosity of each unit is
analyzed based on visible porosity and digitized log porosities. These analyses reveal that
reservoir quality rock exists within units 2 and 3, and the potential for hydrocarbon migration
through unit 1 is plausible. The presence of anhydrite within the uppermost intervals indicates
the presence of a seal rock within the Birdbear interval; while TOC sampling and Rock-Eval
Pyrolysis present the potential for hydrocarbon generation and migration into the reservoirs.
Each of these factors suggest that the lithologic characteristics that define the Birdbear
Formation are sufficient for localized production quality reservoir rock within the study area.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Williston Basin is an extensive sedimentary basin with deposition in Montana, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba. Due to the increased oil extraction
potential unleashed by horizontal drilling technologies throughout the Williston Basin, a
significant amount of attention has been paid to the basin over the past few decades. Exploration
efforts within the Williston have increased significantly in the last ten years with concentration
on two formations, the Bakken and the Three Forks Formations. A 2013 oil and gas resource
assessment done by the U.S. Geological Survey found that the Bakken Formation contains an
estimated mean of 3.65 billion barrels of oil (BBO) and the Three Forks Formation has an
estimated mean of 3.73 BBO. These, and previous resource estimates of the Bakken and Three
Forks Formations, have led to significant research on each the formations. Deposited
stratigraphically below these two prolific oil producing formations is the Birdbear Formation
(Upper Devonian). Regardless of the substantial progress of work being done on the surrounding
formations, little research has been done on what potential the Birdbear has as an oil producing
unit in North Dakota.
The Birdbear Formation is a widespread carbonate-evaporite unit that extends throughout
portions of North Dakota, Montana, South Dakota, and Saskatchewan. Consisting of
predominantly fossiliferous limestone, dolomitic mudstone, and anhydrite, the Birdbear has been
informally divided into an upper and lower member (Kent, 1968; Nichols 1970, Martiniuk et
1

al., 1995). Carbonate deposition defines the lower member and is confined from the base of the
formation upwards to the base of the lowest anhydrite bed. The upper member is a carbonateevaporite unit which consists of alternating beds of anhydrite and mudstone. To better
understand the Birdbear Formation as a hydrocarbon producing interval, it is necessary to divide
the formation based on multiple characteristics including porosity, total organic carbon, and its
lithologic characteristics. Recognition of its porosity, permeability, and source rock potential, in
association with the lithological changes, will allow for an updated interpretation of its facies
architecture. This study will take aim at defining the lithologic and reservoir characteristics of
the Birdbear Formation in order to determine what hydrocarbon potential may exist within the
formation.
The study area occupies five counties in northwestern North Dakota which include
Divide County and Williams County, as well as portions of Burke, Mountrail, and McKenzie
Counties (Figure 1). To the north, the study area extends two townships beyond the North
Dakota – Canada border to a latitude of 49.2°N. The study area was originally defined by the
border itself but was later extended in order to better observe the northward trends of the data. To
the east, the study area is confined by a border of -102.5°W, where beyond this border the
abundance of producing wells decreases dramatically. To the south and west, the study area
defines roughly 47.8°N and -104°W (Montana – North Dakota border), respectively.
Objectives
The primary aim of this study is to determine if there is a relationship that exists between
the lithological changes throughout the formation and the reservoir characteristics (i.e. porosity)
which play a major role within an unconventional oil producing interval. In order to assess this
relationship, thorough evaluations of the lithologic changes throughout the formation must first
2

take place. Lithologic evaluations will lay the ground work for the study by allowing for the
recognition of lithofacies based on drill core and thin section analyses. Evaluations of the
porosity will take place concurrently with lithologic core and thin-section analyses to initially
recognize any connections that may exist. Correlations may then be made with wireline logs in
an attempt to recognize heterogeneities within any lithofacies documented throughout the study
area. Total organic carbon (TOC) evaluations will be made in order to better evaluate the
probability of hydrocarbon generation within the formation. By evaluating each of these
attributes using structure contour maps, isopach maps, and cross sections, a connection between
the various attributes may be more thoroughly

Figure 1. Map displaying the location of study area in northwestern North Dakota.
3

examined and established. This understanding may then be further developed regarding
exploration of the Birdbear as an oil and gas producing formation.
Methodology
The study is based on the analysis of three types of data; drill cores, thin sections, and
wire line logs. The study area contains twenty-two core intervals, of which sixteen were selected
based on sufficient interval thickness and core location. An attempt was made to maximize the
coverage area, although the available core intervals limited coverage within portions of the study
area (Figure 2). In total, roughly 971 feet of core was described. Characteristics including rock
type, fossil content, sedimentary structures, porosity, and estimated organic content were
measured using a hand lens and a stereo microscope. Descriptions were made on qualitative
scale of rare, localized, moderate, and abundant rather than a quantitative percentage scale.
Differentiation between limestone and dolostone was observed using a 10 percent hydrochloric
acid solution. The Dunham (1962) classification scheme was used to assign rock names with
occasional prefix modifications that were used to better define similar rock types (i.e., limy
packstone, silty dolomudstone). Samples were taken throughout the core evaluation process and
were sent to Weatherford International for geochemical analysis to determine the amounts of
TOC.
Thin section descriptions were done in a very similar manner to that of the core analyses.
A total of 194 thin sections from nine wells throughout the study area were provided by the
Wilson M. Laird core and sample library and were described in this study. The primary
reasoning for thin section analysis was further estimation of porosity characteristics,
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Figure 2. Map displaying locations of observed core intervals.
microfossil evaluation, and improved rock type assessment. Attempts were made at a
quantitative evaluation of porosity percentages; however, due to a low number of thin sections
available with blue epoxy, most percentages are “best guess” estimates. An improved
identification of dolomite was able to be made as a majority of the thin sections were stained
with Alizarin Red-S. Thin section descriptions again used the classification scheme of Dunham
(1962), although the Folk (1962) classification scheme was periodically used as a suffix in order
to classify textural characteristics of various intervals.
Roughly 1450 wire line logs were used to determine the tops of the Birdbear and its
surrounding formations. Three units were identified within the formation based on a lithologic
5

and reservoir quality assessment of the core intervals and labeled unit 1, unit 2, and unit 3, in
ascending order (Figure 3). Following the recognition of the three units during core and thin
section analysis, the logs were used to identify and trace the occurrence of each unit throughout
the study area. The units were initially picked based on drill core to wire line log correlations and
were later extrapolated based on gamma ray and density neutron log curve signatures. Density
neutron logs and sonic logs were also used to further evaluate porosity percentages throughout
the formation. Approximately 250 well logs were digitized using the Petra software package
(2013) in order to provide an even spread of digital data throughout the study area. Using the top
picks and the digitized well data; cross sections, isopach maps, structure contour maps, and
porosity maps were generated throughout each unit in the SURFER (2013) software package.
The maps were used in an attempt to recognize what variations existed which might affect the
productivity of a well in a specified location.
Geologic Setting
The Williston Basin is a somewhat irregular, oval shaped depression located on the
western edge of the Canadian Shield in parts of Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Saskatchewan and Manitoba (Le Fever, 1991; Figure 4). Subsidence began during Ordovician
time and continued through the Paleozoic and Mesozoic until it diminished into the Cenozoic.
Overall, orogenic activity and deposition within the basin is believed to account for five major
subsidence events throughout its development. Deposition began during the Cambrian and has
continued into the Quaternary Period with areas near the center of the basin representing more
than 15,000 feet of deposition. Rocks deposited during the Paleozoic are commonly carbonates,
which are followed by the dominantly clastic rocks associated with the Mesozoic and Cenozoic.
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Figure 3. A typical Birdbear log displaying the formational and unit top picks made in the study
area.
The basin is bounded to the west by the Bowdoin dome, to the southwest by the Black Hills
uplift and Miles City arch, and to the south by the Sioux Arch (Gerhard et al., 1982). Within the
study area only one major structure element exists, the Nesson Anticline (Figure 4). Thickness
variations along the crest of the anticline indicate that it was likely active during Birdbear time.
Devonian deposition is represented by the Kaskaskia Sequence (Early Devonian – Late
Mississippian). Consisting of approximately twelve formations, the Kaskaskia represents roughly
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Figure 4. Map showing the areal extent of the Williston Basin and its major structural features.
Retrieved from: https://www.dmr.nd.gov/ndgs/resources/
4,000 feet of rock, with the thickest portions occurring in western Canada (Carlson & Anderson,
1965; Figure 5). The Birdbear Formation represents a maximum thickness of 119 feet of the
Kaskaskia within the study area. The formation is an entirely subsurface unit which is believed to
represent one shoaling upward cycle of deposition (Nichols, 1970; Kissling & Ehrets, 1984;
Halabura, 1982) with superimposed restrictive-upwards cycles locally (Slingsby & Aukes,
1989). Composed primarily of carbonate and evaporite sequences, the Birdbear conformably
overlies the Duperow Formation and is conformably overlain by the Three Forks Formation
within the study area. The edges of the formation are defined by an erosional boundary which
represents an angular unconformity in association with the absence of the Three Forks Formation
(Loeffler, 1982). The thickness of the formation does not vary significantly throughout the study
area, although a slight northward trend of increasing thickness may be present.
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Figure 5. Generalized stratigraphic column of the Kaskaskia sequence. (modified from Carlson
and Anderson, 1965)
Previous Work
The Birdbear was first described in the Williston Basin by Baillie in 1955. Baillie
recognized the Birdbear as the Nisku Formation, which was correlative to the Nisku Member of
the Winterburn Formation in Central Alberta. This preliminary interpretation defined the
Birdbear as consisting of fragmental, highly fossiliferous limestone and dolostone. At this time,
the lithologic and stratigraphic similarities to the Nisku Member in Alberta led to the retention of
Nisku terminology. In 1958, Sandberg and Hammond were the first to formally define the
formation as the Birdbear by its modern terminology in the Mobil Oil Producing Company No. 1
Birdbear type well (Figure 6). Sandberg and Hammond used the work of Belyea (1955), who
recognized that the Nisku Member of the Alberta Basin grades southeast until its southernmost
point where the Nisku is truncated by erosion on the Alberta side of the arch which separates the
9

Alberta and Williston Basins. For this reason, Sandberg and Hammond introduced the Birdbear
to replace the Nisku terminology used by Baillie (1955).
Kent (1968) was the first to divide the Birdbear into two informal upper and lower
members based on lithologic changes and also attempted to further define the relationship
between the Nisku and Birdbear Formations. Using concepts from stratigraphy, sedimentology,
paleontology and structural geology; the author concludes that there is very likely a time
stratigraphic connection between the Birdbear and the lower strata of the Nisku. However,
beyond their time stratigraphic and lithologic similarities, there is very little connection between
the two formations and it would be inappropriate to define them by the same terminology.
Nichols (1970) completed an in depth assessment of petrology and economic geology of the
formation in southeastern Saskatchewan. Similarly to that of Kent (1968), Nichols divided the
formation into informal upper anhydrite – carbonate and lower carbonate members (Figure 7).
Nichols uses the identification of various fauna within the formation to interpret the depositional
environment to be a shallow marine, partially protected shelf area. Intermittent periods of both
regressional and transgression environments are also believed to have existed over short,
intermittent periods. Each of Nichols divisions are regularly referenced in future works regarding
the division of the Birdbear Formation (Martiniuk et al., 1995; Stasiuk et al., 1998; Yang &
Kent, 2010).
A thesis written by Loeffler (1982) at the University of North Dakota evaluated the
depositional environment and diagenesis of the Birdbear. Loeffler identified six laterally
persistent lithofacies within the formation and used them to interpret depositional environment in
throughout North Dakota. Loeffler found that the Birdbear was connected to initially shallow,
normal marine conditions, which developed into shallowing upward environments associated
10

Figure 6. Type well log of Mobil Producing Company’s Birdbear well No. 1 in Dunn County,
North Dakota. (modified from Sandberg and Hammond, 1958).
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Figure 7. Stratigraphic nomenclature of the Birdbear Formation in U.S. and Canada. (modified
from Nichols, 1970)
with an epeiric sea. Halabura (1982) interpreted the depositional environment of the Birdbear at
a similar point in time and identified thirteen lithofacies throughout the formation. Halabura
interpreted that the formation was likely deposited in a shallow epicratonic sea which progressed
from open marine deposition, to restricted lagoonal deposition, and finally to supratidal shoreline
environment; similar to the depositional environment of Loeffler (1982).
Very little notable work was done on the Birdbear throughout the late 1980’s and early
1990’s. Martiniuk et al. were the first to re-examine the subject by evaluating the lithofacies and
12

petroleum potential of the formation in 1995. Martiniuk uses fifteen lithofacies to interpret the
Birdbear as an overall shallowing-upward sequence which records deposition of carbonates and
evaporites in a shallow epicontinental sea. The authors recognized the accumulation of sediment
within subtidal, intertidal, and supratidal settings during a transgressive-regressive event; very
similar to that of Halabura (1982). Martiniuk also suggests three main reservoir facies within the
formation and cites both structural and stratigraphic trap types which may define elevated
production potential. The authors also briefly discuss source rock and migration paths for
hydrocarbon accumulation in the Birdbear and suggest a source within the Winnipegosis
Formation, however, the specific migration path to the Birdbear system was not identified
In a study published in 1996, Whittaker and Mountjoy provide a geochemical evaluation
of the diagenesis of the shallow water deposits of the Birdbear and Nisku Formations near their
boundaries in Alberta and Saskatchewan. The authors do recognize that the Nisku and Birdbear
are differing formations, however for their study, they recognize them as equivalents. A thorough
examination of the paragenesis of the formation is made on several different lithologies within
the formation including limestones, anhydrite, replacement dolomite, carbonate cements, and
less abundant diagenetic phases. The paragenesis laid the groundwork for an in-depth evaluation
of the diagenetic properties of the formation and presented that the principal dolomitizing fluid
within the study area was Late Devonian seawater.
Kent (1998) evaluated the diagenetically altered stromatoporoid banks of the Birdbear
and Duperow Formations in southern Saskatchewan. The author divides the formation into three
intervals; a lower, middle and upper, where the middle interval is defined as the more significant
portion for the study and is dealt with in more detail. Assessment of the lithologic characteristics
of the middle interval are made for three wells within the study area. Kent recognized varying
13

types of stromatoporoids within one cored interval and suggested that it may have originated as a
stromatoporoidal bank near the rim of a Prairie salt solution feature. The author recognizes the
significance of these characteristics being the heightened potential for stratigraphic traps within
each formation, as well as the importance of the timing which salt solution features develop in
relationship to deposition.
An evaluation of the hydrocarbon migration through the Birdbear was done by Stasiuk et
al. (1998) in southeastern Saskatchewan. The authors evaluate the potential of the Birdbear to be
a good carrier bed and/or reservoir based on its variable dolomitization features. The formation is
divided into a lower carbonate member and an upper carbonate – anhydrite member and
recognized five lithofacies within the formation. The authors defined three types of oil inclusions
from the Birdbear based on variable fluorescence microspectrometry interpretations; designated
type D1A, type D1B, and type A (based on Osadetz et al., 1992). Both D1A and D1B were most
common within dolomite and calcite overgrowths and intercrystalline cements. The type A oils
were found occur within allochems and/or dolomite overgrowths. While each oil type is found to
have variable characteristics, each of the three oil types were found to have originated to the
southwest of the study area and migrated to the northeast into known locations of Birdbear oil
accumulations.
Obermajer et al. (1999) did a similar study to that of Stasiuk et al. (1998) when they
evaluated the geochemistry and familial association of crude oils from the Birdbear in
southeastern Saskatchewan. The authors investigate the geochemical composition of nine crude
oils from Birdbear reservoirs (type D1 oils) in Saskatchewan and compare the data with that of
the Middle Devonian Winnipegosis Formation (type D2 oils). Investigations reveal that the
geochemical composition and consistent variability between the two types suggests Birdbear oil
14

belongs to a separate oil family. The authors suggest that it is possible that these oils may have
come from variable sources, however, its unique geochemical composition could very likely
result from an uncommon single source. The authors hypothesize that the source may actually
exist within the Birdbear, similarly to that of its stratigraphic equivalent, the Nisku Formation.
However they state that a detailed discussion on possible sources is beyond the scope of the
study.
Potter (2003) discusses the advancement of horizontal drilling technology within the
reservoir rock of the middle Birdbear in portions of Saskatchewan and Montana. The author
focuses on two known oil pools of the Birdbear; the Kisbey pool in southern Saskatchewan and
Flat Lake pool which straddles the border on Montana and Saskatchewan. The author provides
evidence for Birdbear reservoirs within each pool and discusses the production is defined by
tight-coral-stromatoporoid banks within the Kisbey pool. The Flat Lake pool is instead defined
by upper Birdbear stromatolitic mudstone. A similar look into the Birdbear Formation was done
by Yang and Kent (2010) which briefly discusses the reservoir characteristics of the formation in
west-central Saskatchewan. Two cores were selected based on their location within each of the
highest producing plays in the area; one located north of Kindersley and the other being defined
by the subcrop of the Birdbear Formation. The authors focus on further evaluating the pay zones
of the upper member of the Birdbear (Nichols, 1970) and use cross sections to correlate the
stratigraphic units within the upper member as well.
Burke and Sperr (2006) provide the most modern look into the lithofacies of the Birdbear
in west-central North Dakota. The authors note the fact that Birdbear production has come
primarily from the upper portions of the formation, rather than the more porous middle portions
as one might expect, within a pay interval with an average thickness of less than two feet. Using
15

gamma ray log characteristics, the authors divide the formation into 2 zones; an upper A zone
and a lower B zone. The contact between the two zones exists at the highest gamma ray reading
within the formation. The authors recognize the thick, high porosity interval within the B zone
and note its alluring characteristics, although it is believed that significant structural factors must
play a role in order to trap any hydrocarbons within this unit. Instead, the authors interpret the
thin porous interval within zone A as a stratigraphic trap which holds higher potential for
exploration without the need for a structural element.
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CHAPTER II
STRATIGRAPHY OF THE BIRDBEAR FORMATION
Stratigraphic Nomenclature
The identification of Birdbear strata was first made by Peale (1893) who used the term
Jefferson limestones to describe the brown and black crystalline limestones which are overlain
by the Three Forks shales (Sandberg & Hammond, 1958; Figure 7). The Jefferson was raised to
group status by Sandberg and Hammond in 1958 and was formally classified as including the
strata which overlie the Souris River and underlie the Three Forks Formation. Within the
Jefferson Group two lithologically distinct formations, the Duperow and the Birdbear
Formations, were distinguished. Jefferson Group terminology is still recognized, although it is
not often used in modern references to the Birdbear Formation. Similarly, the Saskatchewan
Group is the Jefferson equivalent in the Canadian Williston Basin (Figure 7). Saskatchewan
Group terminology was first used by Baillie in 1953 when describing the predominantly
carbonate strata which were traced from the Nisku Member of the Alberta Basin. Later the
Birdbear and Duperow terminology was adopted to apply to the Saskatchewan Group.
The Birdbear Formation was first named by Sandberg and Hammond in 1958. The name
was suggested to replace the term “Nisku” Formation which was introduced to the Williston
Basin by Baillie (1953) and was temporarily recognized by the North Dakota Geological Survey.
The Nisku terminology was abandoned due to Belyea’s (1955) investigation which showed that
the Birdbear is depositionally distinct from the Nisku Formation of the Alberta Basin. The
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formation is represented by a depth interval of 10,310 and 10,400 in the Mobil Producing
Company’s Birdbear well No. 1 in Dunn County, North Dakota. The well has been used as the
reference section by the North Dakota Geological Survey for the Birdbear and several other
formations in the Williston Basin since 1961. Within the reference section the Birdbear consists
of uniformly thick-bedded light gray to medium brownish gray, finely crystalline, porous
fossiliferous limestone and dolomite (Sandberg and Hammond, 1958).
Correlative Units
The main correlative unit to the Birdbear Formation is the Nisku Formation in Alberta
(Figure 7). The Nisku Formation has been correlated primarily using studies of fossil fauna by
Loranger (1954). While the Nisku Formation is not known to contain any fossil assemblages,
Loranger was able to use fossils from the underlying Ironton Member of the Woodbend
Formation to correlate the Nisku to the Late Devonian. Beyond the time stratigraphic correlation,
it has been determined that the formations are distinctly different. The evaluation by Kent in
1968 further identified this distinction and stated, “Although the Birdbear and Nisku may be
regarded in some respects as lithologically similar, in the authors opinion the use of the name
“Nisku” for the interval now described as Birdbear can continue only in defiance of the evidence
presented by the rocks themselves.”
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Unit Descriptions
In this study a total of sixteen core intervals were examined in order to determine the
relationship between lithologic changes in the formation and changes in the reservoir
characteristics. Cores were selected for use from a limited set of core intervals that penetrate the
Birdbear interval. While no cores within the study area penetrated the entire Birdbear interval,
the longest intervals were chosen based primarily on the need for identifiable lithologic and
reservoir changes over the interval. Throughout the Birdbear, a low variability succession of
units was recognized. Units were initially identified by lithologic changes and were later
connected to visible changes in the porosity throughout the formation. The core descriptions
provided in the Appendix are subdivided based on the lithologic changes and note is taken of the
porosity changes. Color changes throughout the formation are often diagnostic of lithologic
contacts throughout the Birdbear, however, fossil abundances, sedimentary structures, and
reaction to dilute (10%) hydrochloric acid were also crucial to lithologic differentiation.
Following the description of each core interval, thin sections were used for further
validation of lithologic descriptions and interpretations. Nine of the sixteen cored intervals had
thin sections available. In order to gain the most comprehensive understanding of the Birdbear
interval, every thin section available within the study area was analyzed. In general, thin section
analysis further supported previous core work; however the analyses did allow for an improved
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identification of fossils, porosity type/abundance, lithologic differentiation, and grain
size/abundance. Using these techniques, the three separate units were able to be identified in the
core and thin section study and were defined as unit 1, unit 2, and unit 3, in ascending order.
Unit 3
The uppermost unit, unit 3, is defined from the Three Forks – Birdbear contact down to
the base of the lowest anhydrite bed. The unit is highly variable due to its characteristic
alternations between thin layers of mudstone and anhydrite. Based on isopach maps of the
interval, the unit can be as thick as 45 feet, however the entire interval was not cored within the
study area. This unit does however appear to some extent in all but one of the observed cored
intervals (Well# 2887). A wide range of observable thicknesses are available throughout the
cored intervals ranging from 40 feet to 4 feet. The thickest observable intervals occur in wells
10837 and 6642, accounting for roughly 38.7 feet and 40 feet of the unit 3, respectively. The
Birdbear – Three Forks contact can be seen in well 21786 and exists as a sharp contact between
the overlying anhydritic claystone of the Three Forks Formation and the anhydrite beds of the
Birdbear Formation. Below the contact, a variety of lithologies are observed including variations
of anhydrite, mudstone, and wackestone.
Anhydrite. The most distinctive lithology of unit 3 is the anhydrite beds. Within the
underlying units of the formation, anhydrite only appears as localized nodules and sporadic vug
infills, however anhydrite exists as meter scale beds within unit 3. Anhydrite commonly displays
a dark gray to light gray color and is displayed as either nodular anhydrite or horizontally bedded
crystalline intervals (Figure 8). Variable amounts of dolomite may be associated with many
anhydrite intervals. Where the anhydrite displays the nodular chicken wire structure, the
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dolomite exists as muddy “wisps” surrounding the nodules. Within the horizontally bedded
intervals, dolomitic layers of variable abundance and thickness are observed. In thin section,

Figure 8. Laminated (upper) and faintly nodular (lower) anhydrite bed representative of unit 3.
(Well #1343, (33-053-00203-00-00), McKenzie Co., NWSW 7-152-94, at depth of 10555 ft.).
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the anhydrite intervals will display massive texture or an elongate crystalline structure (Figure 9).
The anhydrite intervals which are more dolomitic in nature display intermixed muddy material
throughout the crystalline structure.
500 μm

Figure 9. Photomicrograph from well 999 at a depth of 11251 feet displaying microcrystalline
anhydrite. Photo taken at 4x magnification in cross polarized light. Scale bar: 500 μm
Mudstone. Mudstone (based on the Dunham classification scheme) is common
throughout unit 3, although it has variable characteristics which define it. Using the dominant
lithology within various mudstone intervals, four different mudstone lithologies were able to be
identified within unit 3; dolomudstone, limy mudstone, silty mudstone, and anhydritic mudstone.
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The dolomudstone intervals were primarily differentiated from others with the use of a
10% hydrochloric acid solution. The intervals commonly displayed light brown to brown
coloration. Thin, wavy laminations are typical but may be absent (Figure 10). These intervals
typically show moderate pinpoint porosity within the observed core intervals. Periodically,
porosity may be destroyed due to the available pore space being clogged by anhydrite
crystallization. Rare fossil content is recorded by the presence of stromatoporoid fragments
within some intervals. Stylolites are often present within these intervals. Oil staining is not
common within the dolomudstones but organic material may exist. Thin section analyses reveal a
colorless to brown, calcite matrix with commonly visible laminations as well as euhedral to
subhedral dolomite crystallization.
In intervals which the dominant lithology is calcite rather than dolomite, a limy mudstone
lithology was distinguished. In hand sample, the intervals were often characteristically darker
than the surrounding lithofacies and typically displayed a brown, dark brown or black coloration
(Figure 11). Hydrochloric acid was again used for differentiation in association with the color
changes throughout. Laminations are common within this interval, although this is often difficult
to distinguish. Available porosity is often destroyed by carbonate crystallization within pores and
fractures. Organic material is common and may be observed as laminated “algal mats,” although
no oil staining is observed. Stylolites often occur through these intervals. Thin sections of this
interval were rare though limited analyses displayed abundant carbonate mud, rare localized
anhydrite, and faint laminations.
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Figure 10. Dolomudstone interval characteristic of unit 3. (Well #1343, (33-053-00203-00-00),
McKenzie Co., NWSW 7-152-94, at depth of 10552 ft.).
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Figure 11. Limy mudstone interval from unit 3. (Well #2967, ((33-053-00493-00-00), McKenzie
Co., NWSE 3-152-96, at a depth of 10537 ft.).
Both dolomudstone and limy mudstone intervals may intermittently display silt sized
grains which allowed for the differentiation of separate lithologies throughout unit 3. The siltier
intervals display a pronounced increase in porosity (pinpoint) which enhance the ease of
recognition between similar lithologies. Laminations are common and infrequently display
symmetrical ripples and climbing ripples (Figure 12). Thin section analyses of these intervals
reveal fine, dolomitic grains in a carbonate mud matrix with faint muddy laminations. Porosity is
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Figure 12. Silty dolomudstone ripples (base) within unit 3. (Well #2967, ((33-053-00493-00-00),
McKenzie Co., NWSE 3-152-96, at a depth of 10536.5 ft.).
highly variable with localized intervals displaying little to no porosity, while others exhibited
upwards of 20% intergranular pore space (Figure 13). Oil staining was also irregular with some
intervals displaying good oil shows while others exhibited none at all.
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Where dolostone or limestone is the dominant lithology within anhydritic intervals, an
anhydritic mudstone lithology was documented. Hand samples displayed brown to gray
coloration often with muddy laminations (Figure 14). This lithology is most common within
bedded intervals, although nodular intervals do exist. Abundance of dolostone vs limestone is
typically defined by the lithologic characteristics of surrounding intervals and may be associated
with thick gradational contacts between anhydrite and mudstone lithologies. Stylolites are
intermittent through these intervals. Porosity and oil shows are absent and no thin sections were
available for the anhydritic mudstone lithology.
500 μm

Figure 13. Photomicrograph from well 10837 at a depth of 10787.5 feet displaying silt-like
porosity in a very fine grained dolomite. Photo taken at 4x magnification in plane polarized light
(PPL).
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Figure 14. Anhydritic dolomudstone commonly displayed within unit 3. (Well #6642, (33-10500774-00-00), Williams Co., NESE 5-155-101, at a depth of 10830.1 ft.).
Wackestone. Locally within unit 3 a wackestone lithology was distinguished primarily
based on an increased occurrence of sand sized grains, anhydrite clasts, and sporadic fossil
content. This interval is commonly brown gray to dark gray with faint laminations and soft
sediment deformation possible (Figure 15). Anhydrite nodules and stylolites are a common
occurrence throughout this interval. Sandier intervals may contain sand sized anhydrite grains
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Figure 15. Example of a unit 3 wackestone. Contains anhydrite nodules, coarse grained anhydrite
grains, and localized fossil content. (Well #6642, (33-105-00774-00-00), Williams Co., NESE 5155-101, at a depth of 10841.3 ft.).
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however differentiating it in hand specimens is difficult. Fossil content included amphipora,
brachiopod shell fragments, and possible ooids. Intergranular porosity does occur, although it is
not consistent throughout the observed intervals. No thin sections were available for the
wackestone lithology of unit 3.
Unit 2
Unit 2 consists of the middle portions of the Birdbear Formation and is confined by the
lowest anhydrite bed of unit 3, downward to the top of the mottled limestones of unit 1. Similarly
to unit 3, alternations between different lithologies often define the middle interval. Wire line
logs reveal an average thickness of roughly 36 feet, with as much as 40 feet being represented
within the core intervals. All sixteen core intervals within the study area display unit 2 to some
extent. Three dominant lithologies are represented by unit 2; a limy mudstone, a limy
wackestone, and a limy packstone. The interval commonly shows slight variations amongst these
main lithologies in the form of variable fossil content, grain abundances, and presence of clasts.
The unit is very well represented by thin sections which allow for improved analyses of the
lithologic variations.
Limy Mudstone. Mudstone is common throughout unit 2; in this unit however, calcite
has become dominant. The limy mudstone intervals typically display brown, dark brown, to
brown-gray coloration with the presence of laminations varying from well defined, to
nonexistent (Figure 16). Mudstone intervals often display carbonate crystallization and may
contain anhydrite clasts. Variable abundances of fossil content were intermittently present and
typically increased down interval. Hand sample examinations display a common presence of
amphipora; with gastropods, ostracods and brachiopods occurring less frequently. A silty limy
mudstone lithology also occurs, typically away from the upper contact. Thin section analyses
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reveal the intervals contain fine to very-fine grained (0.1 – 0.2 mm) dolomite rhombs in a muddy
carbonate matrix. Thin section analyses also reveal the presence of foraminifera, calcispheres,
and green algae (Figure 17). Poor to moderate porosities are available within this interval and
typically range from less than 1% to upwards of 7%.

Figure 16. Limy mudstone interval characteristic of unit 2 with thin, wavy laminations. (Well
#2602, (33-053-00449-00-00), McKenzie Co., C NE 6-153-95, at a depth of 10049 ft.).
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500 μm

Figure 17. Photomicrograph from well 2887 at a depth of 9198 feet displaying green algae and
localized foraminifera. Photo taken at 4x magnification in PPL.
Limy Wackestone. Wackestone intervals are typically associated with increased
abundances of fossil content. The limy wackestone intervals are brown to dark gray and often
contain poorly developed laminations (Figure 18). A well-defined fossil assemblage is not
recognized within the wackestone intervals, although fossil abundance is key in its recognition.
Recognizable fossils from hand sample evaluations include amphipora, rare syringopora,
brachiopods and brachiopod fragments, ostracods, bryozoans, stromatoporoids, crinoids, and
rugose coral. Stylolites and anhydrite nodules are also common throughout these intervals. While
calcite and anhydrite crystallization have been found filling intra- and intergranular
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Figure 18. Limy wackestone interval characteristic of unit 2. Displays thin, wavy laminations,
stylolites, anhydrite clasts, and localized fossil content. (Well #3086, (33-053-00505-00-00),
McKenzie Co., C NW 1-152-95, at a depth of 10511 ft.).
pore space; significant porosity (> 20%) is available in localized intervals. Intervals with silt
sized grains are again recognized. Thin sections reveal abundant dolomite rhombs throughout the
interval and are often associated with the more porous intervals (Figure 19). Thin sections also
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display the presence of crinoids, auloporid coral, calcispheres, and green algae through portions
of the interval.
200 μm

Figure 19. Photomicrograph from well 2820 at a depth of 10905 feet displaying fine grained
porous dolomite rhombs of unit 2. Photo taken at 10x magnification in PPL.
Limy Packstone. The third interval recognized within unit 2 is a limy packstone interval.
In general this interval does not differ dramatically from that of the limy wackestone interval
apart from the increased abundances of fossils and clasts. This lithology is commonly light
brown, brown, or dark brown and may display laminations. Recognizable fossil content from
hand sample evaluations again include amphipora, rare syringopora, brachiopods and brachiopod
fragments, ostracods, bryozoans, stromatoporoids, crinoids, and rugose coral. An increased
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abundance of intact gastropods, brachiopods, amphipora, stromatoporoids, and corals often
provide significant vuggy and intragranular porosity. The limy packstone interval will commonly
display the greatest abundance of porosity with variable amounts of intra- and intergranular
porosity (Figure 20). High organic content is often inferred due to staining and odors associated
with hydrochloric acid tests. Stylolites are common throughout many intervals. Thin section
analyses reveal brown to colorless samples of dolomite with carbonate cement as well as faint
laminations. Lath anhydrite, crystalline dolomite, and crystalline clacite are common and may
often fill void space (Figure 21). Auloporid coral and calcispheres are common along with rare
green algae which dissipates down section. Porosity is again evident in thin section and can
range from 1 to 20 percent.
Unit 1
The lowest portion of the Birdbear Formation, unit 1, is defined from the top of an easily
recognized mottled section of rock downward to the Birdbear – Duperow contact. While unit 1
does show some variability throughout the study area, it is considerably more consistent than the
overlying intervals of unit 2 and 3. Wire line logs of the interval display an average thickness of
roughly 27 feet with localized thickening throughout the study area. The unit is represented in all
but two of the observed core intervals (wells 21786 and 13698) with footage values between 3
and roughly 30 feet. The Birdbear – Duperow contact in well# 2820 is a sharp contact between
the limy wackestone of the Birdbear and the mudstones of the Duperow. The interval is
dominantly a heavily mottled limy wackestone with abundant fossil content. Much of the fossil
content cannot be identified in hand samples; however, the interval is well represented by thin
sections for further interpretation.
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Figure 20. Limy packstone interval characteristic of unit 2. Unit displays abundant amphipora,
carbonate crystalization, as well as vuggy and intragranular porosity. (Well #3086, (33-05300505-00-00), McKenzie Co., C NW 1-152-95, at a depth of 10521 ft.).
Mottled Limy Wackestone. The mottled limy wackestone interval is most commonly
brown, dark brown or dark gray and rarely presents any sedimentary structures due to high
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200 μm

Figure 21. Photomicrograph from well 999 at a depth of 11254 feet displaying fine grained
dolomite rhombs with abundant calcite crystallization. Photo taken at 10x magnification in PPL.
bioturbation (Figure 22). The interval often contains thin, wavy, discontinuous mud layers and
stylolites. In hand sample, visible fossil content includes ostracods, brachiopods, amphipora,
gastropods, and rare stromatoporoids, several of which are fully intact. Thin section analyses
reveal significantly greater abundances of fossil content which include, calcispheres,
foraminifera, crinoids, and rare auloporid coral. Thin sections also showed localized dolomite
rhombs in a peloidal carbonate mud. Anhydrite clasts and vug infills are common. Visible
porosity is typically poor through this interval, although localized zones of significant fracturing
may be present. Oil shows throughout unit 1 are typically rare and insignificant.
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Figure 22. Limy mottled wackestone observed within unit 1. Displays anhydrite nodules,
ostracods, brachiopod shell fragments, and stromatoporoids. (Well #2967, ((33-053-00493-0000), McKenzie Co., NWSE 3-152-96, at a depth of 10582.1 ft.).
Well Log Correlations
Two log signatures associated with the contacts between units 1, 2 and 3 were identified
and picked where possible within the 1450 well logs within the Birdbear interval. The
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identification of each log signature was originally recognized by correlation of the sixteen core
intervals to their respective well logs. Once each characteristic was identified, the intervals were
then able to be extrapolated throughout the study area. Isopach maps and cross sections were
developed using the interval picks in order to better recognize heterogeneities throughout the
study area.
The Birdbear interval is very easily identified using its gamma ray log signatures. At the
Three Forks – Birdbear contact, a sharp drop from over the 100 API readings of the Three Forks,
to roughly 30 API readings of the Birdbear is consistently present throughout the study area
(Figure 3). The gamma ray units typically stay in the 30 API range through the Birdbear interval
with localized spikes in the upper portions of the formation. Where the gamma ray returns to API
values of roughly 100, the Birdbear – Duperow contact may easily be identified and picked.
These characteristics are very consistent throughout the study area allowing for simple and
accurate identification of the Birdbear interval.
The first unit correlation made within the formation was the contact between unit 2 and
unit 3 at the base of the lowest anhydrite bed (unit 2 top). The primary method of identification
used for this interval pick utilized density neutron logs. When observing a density neutron log,
the separation between the PHI-N and PHI-D curves can be a telltale indication of lithology. In
the case of anhydrite, the PHI-D curve will commonly “kick” upwards of fifteen units to the
right of the PHI-N curve, while dolomite will typically display a separation of roughly eight to
twelve units (Figure 3). Using these identification characteristics, the lowest anhydrite bed can
be easily identified. By first identifying the relatively straightforward contact using the density
neutron logs throughout the study area, correlations were then able to be made with the gammaray and sonic logs whose signatures were often considerably less obvious.
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The second unit correlation was made at the contact between unit 1 and unit 2 (unit 1 top)
where a considerable change in both porosity and depositional characteristics is recognized.
Unlike the previous interval, there is not a significant lithologic change that occurs at this
contact, as both unit 1 and unit 2 are primarily recognized as limestones. Due to this lack of
significant lithologic variation, the density neutron log does not provide any separation
signatures which may define the contact. However, when making the core to log comparisons a
small, reoccurring increase in gamma ray readings was identified (Figure 3). The increase in
gamma ray readings is only on the scale of roughly ten API units, although the increase is
consistent throughout unit 1. While the gamma ray increase is consistent throughout the study
area, slight localized variability of gamma ray readings above the true contact did create some
difficulties when picking the signature.
Unit Discontinuities
Following the identification and extrapolation of the formation units, isopach maps and
cross sections of each interval were created in order to identify what discontinuities may exist.
Cross sections were developed primarily using gamma ray/density neutron logs due to their
increased accuracy of unit identification. An attempt was also made to incorporate wells with
core intervals, however the sporadic localities of cored intervals made cross section correlation
difficult. Each cross section is a stratigraphic cross section with each well hung on the top of the
Three Forks Formation in order to best identify unit variability. Isopach maps of each unit were
then developed to identify larger scale trends in unit thickness throughout the area of interest.
A structure contour map of the Birdbear Formation was developed in order to initially
recognize structural elements that may be playing a role in unit variation (Figure 23). As
expected the unit dips in a southerly direction toward the center of the Williston basin. The
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Figure 23. A structure contour map of the Birdbear Formation in northwestern North Dakota.
Contour interval: 200 ft.
Nesson Anticline extends in a north-south direction roughly along a longitude of -102.9°.
Beyond these basic structural trends and features, very few structural irregularities exist
throughout the study area. An isopach map of the Birdbear Formation further exposes formation
changes throughout the area (Figure 24). Figure 24 displays a slight thickening trend to the north
through the Birdbear Formation. A distinct thinning of the formation also runs north-south
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through the eastern portion of the study area. When a comparison is made between Figure 23 and
Figure 24, it appears that a direct correlation exists between the thinning of the Birdbear and the
crest of the Nesson Anticline. Local variability is recognized throughout the study area
accounting for minor thickness changes. Each cross section (Figures 25, 26 and 27) reveals
similar trends with only minor localized changes in thickness.

Figure 24. An isopach map of the Birdbear Formation (Duperow top to Birdbear top). Contour
interval: 4 ft.
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Figure 25. Location map of cross sections observed in figures 25 and 26.

Following the identification of the structural trends of the Birdbear Formation as a whole,
unit isopachs were developed. The first isopach observed is of the lowermost Birdbear interval,
unit 1 (Figure 28). Unit 1 displays the least amount of thickness heterogeneity throughout the
study area with a maximum thickness change of only fifteen feet. Localized variations again
exist with unit 1, however, very few appear to be coincident with the Birdbear isopach map. A
maximum thickness trend runs north-south through the middle of the study area and is roughly
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coincident with the deepest portions of the basin, as seen in Figure 23. Thinning along the ridge
of the Nesson Anticline may again be observed running north-south along the eastern side of the
study area. Outside of the thinning along the Nesson Anticline, very little connectivity between
unit 1 and the Birdbear thickness trends is apparent. The low variability of unit 1 is again
depicted through both cross sections of Figures 26 and 27.
Continuing upwards through the interval, the second unit isopach developed was of unit 2
(Figure 29). Contrary to unit 1, unit 2 displays the highest degree of variability with roughly 32
feet of thickness change within the study area. A general trend of thickening to the northnorthwest is observed and the unit again displays localized thickness anomalies spread
throughout the study area. The thickest portions of unit 2 run to the northwest away from the
northern tip of the Nesson Anticline into Canada. Again contrary to unit 1, unit 2 displays trends
that nearly mimic the trends associated with the Birdbear isopach. While localized dissimilarities
do exist, a comparison between Figure 24 and Figure 28 (Birdbear isopach and unit 2 isopach)
reveals very similar thickness trends, even within the small localized thickness anomalies.
Thinning along the Nesson Anticline is observable within Figure 28, but it does not appear to be
thinning to the extent that is observed in the aforementioned isopach intervals. The cross sections
observed in Figures 26 and 27 display the variability of unit 2 and appear to be heavily related to
thickness variations within unit 3.
The final isopach map was of the uppermost interval, unit 3 (Figure 30). Unit 3 displays
an intermediate amount of thickness heterogeneity with a maximum thickness change of roughly
24 feet. Contrary to each of the other unit intervals, unit 3 displays a trend of increasing
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Figure 26. North – South cross section from A to A’.
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Figure 26 cont. A continuation of the North – South cross section from A’ to A”.
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Figure 27. West – East cross section from B to B’.
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Figure 27 cont. A continuation of the West – East cross section from B’ to B”.

Figure 28. An isopach map of unit 1 (Duperow top to unit 1 top). Contour interval: 2 ft.
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Figure 29. An isopach map of unit 2 (unit 1 top to unit 2 top). Contour interval: 4 ft.
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thickness toward the northeast and thins to some extent in the northwest. Localized portions of
the map again show thickness variations. Thinning along the Nesson Anticline is present with
similar map characteristics to that of the previous isopach intervals. Unit 3 appears to be most
similarly related to unit 2, however, the similarities which exist do not mimic the thickness
trends, but rather display the near opposite. In a comparison between Figures 29 and 30,
increasing thickness trends within unit 3 are thickness lows through unit 2, particularly to the
north and west of the Nesson Anticline. This relationship can also be observed in each cross
section and appears to be directly connected to increasing thickness of the anhydrite beds of unit
3. When a significant increase in unit 3 is observed, rather than an increase in thickness
occurring through the entire Birdbear interval, unit 2 compensates for the change and displays
localized thickness lows.
Each of the three identified units are present throughout the study area and will typically
display slight thickness variations, most notably in relation to the Nesson Anticline. Unit 1
appears to display thickness heterogeneities which are most heavily associated with its proximity
to the basin center rather than in relation to the other units individually. While there exists an
interconnectivity between unit 2, unit 3, and the Birdbear interval as a whole, it is not uncommon
for the intervals to act independently with little effect on the surrounding units in localized areas.
The most notable trend is likely the increasing thickness toward the north which occurs in three
of the four isopachs. This increasing northward trend also parallels the reservoir characteristics
of the formation.
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Figure 30. An isopach map of unit 3 (unit 2 top to Birdbear top). Contour interval: 3 ft.
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Log Porosity
In order to build upon the understanding of the observed porosity changes within the core
intervals, wire line log characteristics were digitized and mapped. Using PETRA (2013) over
250 logs were digitized throughout the study area. The primary method of log selection was both
log type and achieving the best coverage possible in order to attain the most representative
results. Density neutron logs were the primary focus for interpretation of the reservoir quality of
the formation; however sonic logs were used where necessary in order to fill areas with limited
data. Once the digitizing was completed, the data were exported into Microsoft Excel so the
interval values may be averaged through each unit. Density neutron log units are already in
percentages, however, the sonic logs do not display percentage values and therefore must be
converted to a percentage using equation 1:
𝜑𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐 =

∆𝑡𝑙𝑜𝑔 − ∆𝑡𝑚𝑎
∆𝑡𝑓 − ∆𝑡𝑚𝑎

where Δtma is the matrix transit time; Δtlog is the formation transit time; and Δtf is the mud transit
time (Wyllie et al., 1958). For the purposes of this paper, the matrix transit time was assumed to
be that of a limestone lithology (velocity of 21,000 to 23,000 ft/sec) and a common Δtma value of
47.6 was used. For the mud transit time the assumption was made that salt water was primarily
used and a Δtf value of 185 was therefore applied.
Following the unit conversions and organization of the data, averages were taken over the
entire Birdbear Formation and within each of the three units. The average log porosities were
taken within each of the digitized wells and maps were created to display the average porosity
changes throughout the study area. Figure 31 displays the average porosity over the entire
Birdbear interval. The overall trend shows an increase in porosity toward the northwest corner of
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Figure 31. Average log porosity map through the full Birdbear interval. Contour interval: 1%
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the map with localized increases spread sporadically throughout the area. There does not appear
to be any significant structural relationship within the average porosity changes when compared
to Figure 23. A possible relationship may exist between the porosity trends and the overall
thickness increase of the Birdbear toward the northwest corner, although it does not seem
significant.
The average porosities were then calculated for each of the three units to develop a better
understanding of the reservoir characteristics of the units themselves. The first unit average
porosity map created was of unit 1 (Figure 32). Unit 1 displays an intermediate set of porosity
values with a range of porosities between 0% and 9.36%. The unit displays the lowest overall
average porosity of just 1.55% throughout the entirety of the study area. No significant average
porosity trends are present within unit 1 with highly variable, localized porosity anomalies
throughout the study area. In a comparison to the unit 1 isopach map (Figure 28), very little
connection between the two is apparent. The localized porosity highs and lows are displayed
over both low and high interval thicknesses. There does not appear to be a relationship which
exists with basin depth or structure as the porosity values again appear sporadically throughout
the study area with no definite trend in the vicinity of the Nesson Anticline.
The next observed average porosity map was of unit 2 (Figure 33). Unit 2 displays the
widest range of average porosities as well as the highest overall average porosity of the three
units, with a range of values between 0.15% and 17.29% and an overall all average of roughly
4.63%. The unit displays a more significant average porosity trend than that of unit 1 with a
relatively strong trend of increasing porosity toward the northwest corner of the study area. Other
areas of localized high
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Figure 32. Average log porosity map of unit 1. Contour interval: 0.75%
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Figure 33. Average log porosity map of unit 2. Contour interval: 1.8%
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porosity values occur sporadically throughout. In a comparison to the unit 2 isopach map (Figure
29), the average porosity map appears to show a correlation between the increased thickness of
unit 2 in the northwest portions of the study area and into Canada. However, when observing the
other localized high porosity zones throughout out the study area, little correlation appears to
exist between the high porosity values and increased interval thickness. A correlation likely
exists between the two factors although potentially not to the full extent of the area of interest.
Similarly to unit 1, structure does not appear to be playing a significant role in the porosity
values, although localized porosity highs do exist along the Nesson Anticline.
Continuing upward through the Birdbear, the final average porosity map is of unit 3
(Figure 34). Unit 3 displays the lowest variation in porosity values with average log porosity
values which range from 0.06% to 7.24%. This unit however displays the second highest average
porosity with a value of 2.32% through the study area. These are only slight increases in porosity
to the northwest and northeast; however, these do not appear to be exceedingly significant. In
comparison between the isopach map of unit 3 (Figure 30) and its average porosity, it follows
that the higher porosity values are associated with the thicker portions of the unit. This
connection is particularly recognized in the northeast portion of the map and other localized
thickness highs throughout the study area. While this correlation does appear significant, it is
observed that the converse of this relationship may not be applicable. In some localities an
increase in interval thickness may not have an associated increase in porosity. Structure does not
appear to play a significant role in the development of porosity as recognized by variable
porosity values along the Nesson Anticline.
In a comparison between the average porosities of each unit, there does not appear to be a
significant correlation which exists. Where high average porosity values exist within one unit,
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Figure 34. Average log porosity map of unit 3. Contour interval: 0.75%
high average porosities may not exist in another. One of the most obvious examples of this is in a
comparison between the very high porosity values (> 8%) in the northwest corner of unit 2 when
compared with that of Units 1 and 3. Both unit 1 and unit 3 display localized increases in
porosity to the northwest however this does not occur nearly to the scale as that of unit 2 whose
values reach over 10% through a considerable portion of the area. This relationship, or lack
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thereof, is somewhat variable throughout the study area with localized wells showing possible
relationships (i.e. 3310500967, 3310501516 and 330532540) although the digital wells do not
typically show a strong connectivity between unit porosities in individual wells.
Source Rock Potential
In order to evaluate the source rock potential of the Birdbear Formation within the study
area, a total of thirty-eight samples were taken from sixteen different core intervals. The samples
were then sent to Weatherford International for an evaluation of the total organic carbon. A list
of the wells sampled, their locations, the sample depths, and the TOC percentages of each sample
may be observed in Table 1. Of the thirty-eight samples taken, eleven of the samples from nine
different wells displayed TOC values which may be considered sufficient for hydrocarbon
generation (TOC values greater than roughly 1.5 percent) (J. LeFever, personal communication,
2014). Seven of the samples with sufficient TOC values were taken from unit 3 while the
remaining four were taken from unit 2. In order to determine the richness and maturity of the
samples with noteworthy TOC percentages, the eleven samples were then re-analyzed by
Weatherford using Rock-Eval Pyrolysis.
The eleven samples used in the Rock-Eval Pyrolysis returned data which was indicative
of type 2 hydrocarbon generation within the Birdbear Formation. Table 2 displays the results of
the Rock-Eval Pyrolysis including, S1, S2, S3, Tmax, hydrogen index, and oxygen index. The
original TOC of each interval was plotted with S2 (amount of hydrocarbon formed during
thermal maturation) on a logarithmic scale in order to determine how much organic matter is
present and how much hydrogen
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API No.
33105004230000
33053002030000
33053002030000
33053004490000
33053004770000
33053004770000
33105005990000
33105005990000
33105005990000
33105005990000
33053004930000
33053004930000
33053005050000
33013007040000
33013007040000
33013007040000
33105007440000
33105007740000
33105007740000
33105007740000
33105007740000
33105011030000
33105011030000
33105011150000
33105011150000
33105011150000
33105011410000
33105011410000
33105011410000
33023004250000
33023004250000
33023004250000
33105014240000
33105014240000
33105014240000
33053038430000
33053038430000

File No.
999
1343
1343
2602
2820
2820
2887
2887
2887
2887
2967
2967
3086
4599
4599
4599
5921
6642
6642
6642
6642
10653
10653
10837
10837
10837
11139
11139
11139
13698
13698
13698
13704
13704
13704
21786
21786

Original Operator
THE TEXAS CO.
AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.
AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.
TEXACO INC.
TEXACO INC.
TEXACO INC.
WILLIAM HERBERT HUNT
WILLIAM HERBERT HUNT
WILLIAM HERBERT HUNT
WILLIAM HERBERT HUNT
TEXACO INC.
TEXACO INC.
AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.
ANSCHUTZ CORPORATION
ANSCHUTZ CORPORATION
ANSCHUTZ CORPORATION
ASHLAND OIL, INC.
TENNECO OIL CO.
TENNECO OIL CO.
TENNECO OIL CO.
TENNECO OIL CO.
ATLANTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY
ATLANTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY
TENNECO OIL CO.
TENNECO OIL CO.
TENNECO OIL CO.
ATLANTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY
ATLANTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY
ATLANTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY
RJL OIL & GAS, INC.
RJL OIL & GAS, INC.
RJL OIL & GAS, INC.
FLYING J OIL & GAS, INC.
FLYING J OIL & GAS, INC.
FLYING J OIL & GAS, INC.
DENBURY ONSHORE, LLC
DENBURY ONSHORE, LLC

Original WellName
J. M. DONAHUE #1
HELEN G. PRICE #3
HELEN G. PRICE #3
SETH A. GARLAND #5
F. P. KEOGH #4
F. P. KEOGH #4
ISABELE LEGGE #1
ISABELE LEGGE #1
ISABELE LEGGE #1
ISABELE LEGGE #1
A. S. WISNESS #2
A. S. WISNESS #2
ANTELOPE UNIT "B" #1
ORMISTON #1
ORMISTON #1
ORMISTON #1
ANNA MENDENAALL ET AL #1-18
W. C. JENSEN ET AL #1-5
W. C. JENSEN ET AL #1-5
W. C. JENSEN ET AL #1-5
W. C. JENSEN ET AL #1-5
ARCO REIDER #1-11
ARCO REIDER #1-11
ALLISON #2-8
ALLISON #2-8
ALLISON #2-8
ARCO NELSON #1-23
ARCO NELSON #1-23
ARCO NELSON #1-23
RJL DUDLEY KIMBERLY #14-18
RJL DUDLEY KIMBERLY #14-18
RJL DUDLEY KIMBERLY #14-18
EQUALL #1-13
EQUALL #1-13
EQUALL #1-13
RINK 12-4ESH
RINK 12-4ESH

Depths
11254.5
10550.6
10551.5
10040.5
10889
10895
9203
9210.4
9227.2
9229.7
10537.2
10539
10508.5
7471
7481.2
7488
9931
10812.8
10817.2
10819
10867.2
10802.9
10818.1
10793.3
10794.1
10802.2
10785
10799.3
10801.2
7830.9
7794.2
7802.3
10691.5
10698.2
10701
11424.5
11428

Township
154 N
152 N
152 N
153 N
151 N
151 N
159 N
159 N
159 N
159 N
152 N
152 N
152 N
162 N
162 N
162 N
154 N
155 N
155 N
155 N
155 N
155 N
155 N
155 N
155 N
155 N
156 N
156 N
156 N
163 N
163 N
163 N
156 N
156 N
156 N
151 N
151 N

Range
100 W
94 W
94 W
95 W
95 W
95 W
103 W
103 W
103 W
103 W
96 W
96 W
95 W
90 W
90 W
90 W
95 W
101 W
101 W
101 W
101 W
101 W
101 W
101 W
101 W
101 W
100 W
100 W
100 W
95 W
95 W
95 W
104 W
104 W
104 W
98 W
98 W

Section
23
7
7
6
5
5
20
20
20
20
3
3
1
25
25
25
18
5
5
5
5
11
11
8
8
8
23
23
23
18
18
18
13
13
13
4
4

QQ
SWNE
NWSW
NWSW
C NE
NWSW
NWSW
SWSE
SWSE
SWSE
SWSE
NWSE
NWSE
C NW
SWSE
SWSE
SWSE
SESE
NESE
NESE
NESE
NESE
NWNW
NWNW
NENE
NENE
NENE
NWNW
NWNW
NWNW
SESW
SESW
SESW
SWSW
SWSW
SWSW
SWNW
SWNW

UNIT
2
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
1
2
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
2

TOC
0.374
11.55
0.313
0.181
0.091
5.94
5.62
0.146
0.463
1.16
2.965
0.416
0.065
2.6
1.45
1.595
0.111
0.944
0.855
11.3
0.66
0.207
0.211
0.297
2.94
0.132
0.111
0.256
0.647
3.725
0.136
0.142
0.511
0.123
0.398
6.8
0.443

Table 1. List of Locations, Wells, Depths, and TOC Percentages of the Various Samples Taken From the Observed Core
intervals. Noteworthy TOC values are highlighted.
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File No.

13698
4599
4599
4599
2887
2967
1343
10837
6642
2820
21786

API No.

33023004250000
33013007040000
33013007040000
33013007040000
33105005990000
33053004930000
33053002030000
33105011150000
33105007740000
33053004770000
33053038430000

Original Operator

Depth (ft.)
Original Well Name
RJL DUDLEY KIMBERLY #14-18 7030.9
RJL OIL & GAS, INC.
7471
ORMISTON #1
ANSCHUTZ CORPORATION
7481.2
ORMISTON #1
ANSCHUTZ CORPORATION
7488
ORMISTON #1
ANSCHUTZ CORPORATION
9203
ISABELE LEGGE #1
WILLIAM HERBERT HUNT
10537.2
A. S. WISNESS #2
TEXACO INC.
10550.6
HELEN G. PRICE #3
AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP.
10794.1
ALLISON #2-8
TENNECO OIL CO.
10819
W. C. JENSEN ET AL #1-5
TENNECO OIL CO.
10895
F. P. KEOGH #4
TEXACO INC.
11424.5
RINK 12-4ESH
DENBURY ONSHORE, LLC

TOC
3.725
2.6
1.45
1.595
5.62
2.965
11.55
2.94
11.3
5.94
6.8

S1
0.77
1.55
5.86
0.97
0.8
1.33
2.45
0.7
4.59
1.62
3.97

Pyrolysis
S2
15.59
14.36
7.31
5.57
14.8
3.6
21.11
14.24
46.22
12.68
8.25
S3
0.48
0.48
0.21
0.29
0.53
0.41
1.37
0.3
0.45
0.59
0.32

Table 2. Rock-Eval Pyrolysis Results With Locations, Wells, Depths, and TOC.
Tmax (°C) Hydrogen Index Oxygen Index
12.9
418.5
434
18.5
552.3
429
14.5
504.1
423
18.2
349.2
428
9.4
263.3
438
13.8
121.4
452
11.9
182.8
442
10.2
484.4
440
4.0
409.0
444
9.9
213.5
450
4.7
121.3
462

S2/S3
32.5
29.9
34.8
19.2
27.9
8.8
15.4
47.5
102.7
21.5
25.8

S1/TOC*100 Production Index
0.0
20.7
0.1
59.6
0.4
404.1
0.1
60.8
0.1
14.2
0.3
44.9
0.1
21.2
0.0
23.8
0.1
40.6
0.1
27.3
0.3
58.4

is associated with it (Figure 35; Dembicki, 2009). This evaluation method provides a simple
means of interpreting the hydrocarbon-generating potential of the source beds within the
Birdbear. The plotted data points on figure 35 reveal that both unit 2 and unit 3 contain “good” to
“excellent” source rock potential. Neither unit 2 nor unit 3 display evidence for greater source
rock potential, beyond the greater abundance of noteworthy samples within unit 3, as samples
from each unit are intermixed across figure 35.

Figure 35. Crossplot of the hydrocarbon generating potential of the sampled source rocks within
the Birdbear Formation (based on Dembicki, 2009).
When observing the localities and depths of the eleven samples in Table 2, it is apparent
that a trend exists between an increase in depth and Tmax data values. Tmax can be directly
connected to the maturation associated with the respective source beds in that greater depths will
be associated with higher temperature and pressure conditions which allow for the maturation of
hydrocarbons. As expected, localities of samples associated with increased maturation of
hydrocarbons occur as the sample location moves southwesterly through the study area toward
deepest center portions of the basin.
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CHAPTER IV
INTERPRETATIONS
Depositional Environment
Both core examinations and well log analyses have allowed for the recognition of three
continuous units throughout the study area. The defining characteristics within each of the three
units represent individual depositional environments in response to eustatic sea level fluctuations
or uplift/subsidence of the area throughout deposition. Within the study area it is not typical to
see a repetitive sequence of lithofacies through the units themselves; the full Birdbear interval
appears to represent one regressive mega-cycle in response to the maximum transgression near
the end of Duperow time. Alcorn (2014) defined the Duperow Formation as a cyclical carbonateevaporite unit representing an overall transgressive sequence. The sequence is believed to have
been initiated in the Souris River Formation which continued through the Duperow and briefly
into the lowest portions of the Birdbear Formation. The transgressional events associated with
Birdbear deposition likely represent shallow normal-marine subtidal deposition which dominates
unit 1. Continuing upward, the lithofacies of unit 2 display regressive traits into bank, restricted
shallow water, and intertidal deposition. Further regressional events continue into unit 3 with
deposition associated with supratidal conditions.
Unit 1
Unit 1 is defined by a heavily mottled structure, diverse fossil content, variable amounts
of dolomite, and carbonate mud. Each of the defining characteristics of unit 1 provide evidence
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for subtidal, normal marine deposition. The wide array of fauna is particularly diagnostic.
Laporte (1967) recognized a similar Devonian carbonate facies to that of the Birdbear in the
Manlius Formation of New York State. Laporte established that a diverse biota which includes
corals, brachiopods, crinoids, and gastropods are heavily indicative of a subtidal depositional
environment. The occurrence of intermittent well-preserved specimens within the unit 1 interval
is also key in recognition as it is commonly representative of the low to moderate wave energies
of a subtidal facies, while storm generated disturbance allowed for the fragmentation of weaker
biotic material.
Building upon the recognition of low to moderate energy conditions, the abundant
presence of carbonate mud can also be an important factor. The abundant carbonate mud and
overall argillaceous character of unit 1 can be particularly indicative of low energy conditions
(Martiniuk et al., 1995). The argillaceous character is continuous throughout the interval which
the small increase in gamma ray log signatures has made evident through the unit. Unit 1 is also
the most lithologically consistent unit within the Birdbear Formation. Throughout each of the
observed core intervals the mottled limy wackestone was observed with little to no alternations
between distinctive facies breaks. This homogeneity is indicative that the depositional
environment was not being significantly affected by small scale eustatic fluctuations throughout
the study area. This consistency and the argillaceous nature of the interval may also be indicative
of the transition period between transgressional and regressional deposits associated with the
Duperow – Birdbear contact.
The overall mottled character is another key characteristic of recognizing the depositional
environment of unit 1. Intensive bioturbation and burrowing are highly indicative of normal
marine conditions, below mean wave base. High rates of carbonate production are also indicative
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of subtidal environments which defines the limy characterization of unit 1. A combination of
high carbonate production rates and bioturbation may also define the muddy character that is
associated with unit 1. The presence of carbonate sediments and mud indicated that bottom
current or wave energies were not strong enough to selectively remove it from the environment.
Its consistent presence provides further indication of a low to moderate energy, subtidal
environment.
Unit 2
Unlike the laterally continuous distribution of an individual lithology within unit 1, a
highly variable vertical and lateral distribution of mudstones, wackestones, and packstones
define unit 2. When observing the lithologies of unit 2, there are specific lithological
characteristics which define the interval as a whole. The vertical and lateral variability that is
typically present within the interval is due changes in the abundances these characteristics which
include varying amounts of stromatoporoids, amphipora, carbonate mud, dolomite, and other
fossil assemblages. One of the most defining characteristics of unit 2 is the presence of abundant
stromatoporoids. Stromatoporoid facies often define a bank or mound like framework and may
characteristically be found at the seaward edge of a restricted to somewhat restricted
lagoon/intertidal environment. Abundant presence of stromatoporoids commonly defines the
packstone lithofacies. Where these facies become more abundant or are the defining
characteristic of an interval, it is implied that the interval is likely associated with a
stromatoporoid bank or mound within a high energy environment. These traits also follow the
continuation of the regressional characteristics moving upward through the Birdbear interval
beyond unit 1.
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A second important factor associated with the deposition of unit 2 is the reoccurring
presence of amphipora (branching stromatoporoids) throughout the study area. Amphipora are
observed in highly variable abundances in each of the observed core intervals and is associated
with deposition in slightly restricted waters within marginal shoal and lagoonal environments
(Flügel, 2004; Thomas and Rhodes, 1961). The development of stromatoporoidal banks allowed
for the semi-protected sites of lower water energies necessary for the occurrence of amphipora.
Beyond the widespread occurrence of amphipora, the continuous recognition of a diverse fossil
assemblage within the mudstones and wackestones of unit 2 suggests deposition within a
somewhat restricted setting provided by the presence of the stromatoporoidal banks. Carbonate
mud was exceedingly common throughout unit 2 further signifying its overall restricted nature.
In a depositional zone which allowed for higher energy conditions to dominate, carbonate mud
would have been removed from the system.
Of significance within unit 2 is the stratigraphically inconsistent nature of the interval.
As mentioned, there is a highly variable vertical and lateral distribution of the lithofacies within
unit 2. The occurrence of a discontinuous stromatoporoidal bank facies may possibly explain this
occurrence. A discontinuous bank environment would have heavily affected the deposition and
distribution of lithofacies within localized areas. Where the bank was absent or less developed,
somewhat higher energy waters would have dominated and potentially developed different
depositional traits, such as the localized stratification of unit 2. Where the bank was present, a
different set of depositional characteristic would have developed. For example, the in-situ
amphipora within wells 999 and 3086 likely preferentially developed due to the presence of a
bank/mound feature in its vicinity.
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The progression of regressive characteristics beginning with the stromatoporoidal bank
build up was followed by lagoonal deposition with abundant fossil fauna and carbonate mud
throughout the unit 2. The final regressional stages may be observed by the presence of localized
intertidal deposition which is significantly more restricted in nature. In localized wells (i.e.
13698 and 2820) the presence of dolomudstone is observed prior to the occurrence of the lowest
anhydrite bed of unit 3. Deposition of this lithofacies was likely associated with a transitional
period between intertidal and supratidal environments between units 2 and 3. Based on the
interval divisions within this paper which are based on both lithology and porosity changes, these
transitional dolomudstone lithofacies should likely be grouped with that of unit 3. However, due
to its sporadic occurrence and lack of an identifiable wire line log characteristic, it has been
grouped with unit 2.
Unit 3
The primary characteristic of unit 3 is the occurrence of anhydrite beds throughout the
interval. The presence of anhydrite is diagnostic of deposition within high salinity supratidal or
sabkha conditions. Anhydrite forms due to the dehydration and burial of gypsum and occurs in
various forms through unit 3 including; nodular anhydrite, laminated anhydrite, and rare massive
anhydrite. The occurrence of both nodular and laminated anhydrite suggests deposition within a
sabkha environment. Nodular anhydrite forms due to the displacive growth of gypsum and
carbonate sediments where the addition of Ca2+ and SO42- will enlarge the growths until they
eventually coalesce (Boggs, 2006). Within the laminated intervals, the overall increased
thickness of the laminae suggests they too may have formed due to the coalescing of nodules
which eventually produced layers. Halabura (1982) interpreted that the wide spread evaporitic
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nature of unit 3 indicates a basin wide attainment of hypersalinity during late Birdbear
deposition.
Other defining characteristics of unit 3 are the presence of algal mats, mudstones, and a
sparse fossil content; each of which are commonly associated with intertidal to supratidal
sediments. Algal growth is associated with hypersaline conditions in a supratidal to a shallow
intertidal zone and is characterized by restricted circulation. The presence of abundant mudstone
lithologies is again characteristic of the supratidal zone where the alternations between
evaporites and mudstone lithologies, both laterally and vertically, define small scale sea-level
changes which are typical of supratidal deposition. Abundant laminated to massive
dolomudstones within unit 3 also indicate basinward ground water flow of Mg-rich waters in an
intertidal to supratidal zone (Halabura, 1982). The sparse fossil content of unit 3 in association
with the algal mats and mudstone deposition is also highly indicative of deposition within a
supratidal zone.
Depositional Model
Recognition of the various lithologies throughout the Birdbear Formation using core
examinations, petrographic analysis, and well log mapping have resulted in the proposal of a
depositional model for the Birdbear Formation in northwestern North Dakota. The proposed
depositional model is similar to that of Halabura (1982) and may be observed in figure 36. From
the onset of deposition, the Birdbear Formation represents one regressive mega-cycle. Four
depositional environments are recognized through the mega-cycle; 1) subtidal, 2) high energy
bank/mound, 3) protected to semi-protected intertidal, and 4) supratidal/sabkha. Little to no
irregularities in these four depositional environments are seen throughout the study area
suggesting that this depositional model may be applied to the entire area of interest.
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The last transgressive phase of the Duperow Formation is within its upper most units and
is present briefly during Birdbear deposition. The initial regressive stage of the Birdbear is
preserved in the lowermost portions of unit 1. Subtidal deposition is continuous throughout the
unit 1 interval and is likely representing the transitional phase between transgressive and
regressive deposition. The lateral and vertical continuity of the unit suggest that deposition was
continuous and widespread throughout the study area. The interpreted subtidal deposition is
indicated by the reoccurring presence of similar depositional characteristics across the shelf
including a diverse fossil fauna, abundant bioturbation, and carbonate mud.

Figure 36. Depositional model for the rimmed carbonate platform. Model represents the subtidal,
intertidal, and supratidal depositional environments of units 1, 2, and 3; respectively (modified
from Halabura, 1982)
.
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Continued regression of Devonian seas resulted in stromatoporoid bank/mound
development within shallower localities across the shelf at the onset of unit 2 deposition. The
development of well-defined banks created a restricted zone landward of the stromatoporoidal
banks leading to the abundant formation of amphipora within the low energy zone. Additionally,
the bank facies restricted water circulation and led to decreased water energies and salinities
associated with an intertidal depositional environment. Loeffler (1982) suggests the coalescence
of the bank facies may have occurred, although the bank facies does not appear to be continuous
throughout the study area as widespread variability in lithofacies successions occur within the
intertidal settings and are likely related to its discontinuous nature. Nearing middle Birdbear time
(mid- to upper-unit 2), deposition of a diverse fossil fauna and carbonate mud suggest shallower
water conditions were dominant throughout the study area.
Localized dolomudstone deposition at the top of unit 2 indicates the transitional stages
from upper intertidal to supratidal environments. A eustatic sea level drop is interpreted to be the
controlling factor in the transition to the supratidal environments of unit 3. The recognition of the
lowermost anhydrite bed indicates the beginning of unit 3 deposition within a supratidal/sabkha
environment. The widespread deposition of evaporites and carbonate mudstones throughout unit
3 indicate that the entire Birdbear shelf was in a state of very restricted circulation (Halabura,
1982). The inconsistent vertical and lateral continuity of unit 3 suggest minor sea level
fluctuations occurred during upper Birdbear time; however the consistent presence of carbonate
mud and overall evaporitic nature of unit 3, coupled with the low diversity of fauna, indicates
that very little change in the environment of deposition is recorded throughout the interval. A
continuation of regressive characteristics is indicated by the overlying anhydritic claystones of
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the Three Forks Formation which are likely associated with extremely shallow supratidal
deposition.
Porosity Variations
Variations in the reservoir quality within the Birdbear Formation were recognized during
the analysis of core intervals and thin sections. The division of units based on both lithologic and
reservoir characteristics is heavily related to the precipitation of minerals that took place within
the Birdbear interval. Several of the most common features recognized within the formation
include dolomite formation, calcification, anhydrite development, and reservoir changes due to
compaction. By recognizing these properties within the each unit, a better understanding of the
reservoir characteristics may be developed.
Anhydrite. Anhydrite is present in various forms throughout the Birdbear Formation
including; nodular, bedded, individual nodules, and as pore infills. The nodular and bedded
anhydrite intervals only occur in unit 3 and are associated with supratidal and sabkha deposition.
Gypsum growth within the carbonate sediments of unit 3 set the stage for anhydrite
development. With the addition of Ca2+ and SO42- from an external source, the continued
displacive growth of anhydrite nodules was able to take place (Boggs, 2006). Eventual
coalescence of the nodules can create both the nodular and bedded anhydrite intervals. Individual
anhydrite nodules and anhydrite cement occur throughout localized portions of both unit 1 and 2.
In thin section the anhydrite nodules are observed as either microcrystalline masses within
localized areas or lathe anhydrite crystals (Figure 37 and Figure 38). Areas associated with lathe
anhydrite typically display a decrease in porosity due to its emplacement within available pore
spaces.
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Dolomite. Dolomite is one of the most common features within Birdbear reservoirs and
is typically seen as crystalline rhombs or saddle dolomites in varying abundances throughout
units 1, 2 and 3. Some grain size variability exists within the crystalline dolomite rhombs. Unit 3
will typically display finer grained dolomite with complete dolomitization over thick intervals
throughout the section (Figure 39). Highly variable intergranular porosity is conserved within the
unit 1 dolomites and may display anywhere between <1% and >20% porosity, however, lower
percentages are typical. The crystalline dolomite within unit 2 is typically coarser grained and
may display a range of prorsities which depend on the abundance of dolomite. The porous
dolomite intervals of unit 2 are not always thick dolomite intervals but instead, the dolomite may
200 μm

Figure 37. Photomicrograph from well 999 at a depth of 11268 feet displaying lath anhydrite
(unit 3). Photo taken at 10x magnification in cross polarized light.
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be intermixed with the carbonate muds and variable fossil content (Figure 40 and Figure 19). The
grain size distributions were not entirely consistent through the study area; however, these
characteristics appeared to be generally representative of the intervals. The saddle dolomites are
typically larger void-filling crystals and most commonly appear in unit 2. Saddle dolomites do
not characteristically show good porosity, but rare intragranular porosity may develop locally.
Calcite. Various types of calcite are recognized in the Birdbear Formation and are
typically differentiated based on their crystal size, shape, and depositional location. Three main
variations of calcite are observed which cover a range of textural forms within the Birdbear,
200 μm

Figure 38. Photomicrograph from well 2802 at a depth of 10042 feet displaying a
microcrystalline anhydrite nodule. Photo taken at 10x magnification in cross polarized light.
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including microcrystalline calcite, replacement calcite, and crystalline calcite. Microcrystalline
calcite, or carbonate mud, is the most common form of calcite within the formation and is seen in
varying abundances in units 1 and 2, and 3. The microcrystalline calcite is typically observed
filling any available pore space between grains as observed in figure 41, or within intragranular
pore space of fossil fauna. Fossil fauna within units 1 and 2 including gastropods, brachiopods,
rugose coral, stromatoporoids, and ostracods often contain significant intragranular porosity
which may be filled by the crystallization of calcite. Commonly within unit 3, carbonate mud
may become a dominant feature allowing for carbonate crystallization to be observed on the
200 μm

Figure 39. Photomicrograph from well 10837 at a depth of 10788.9 feet displaying dolomite
porosity development in a dolomitic mudstone (unit 3). Photo taken at 10x magnification in PPL.
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slabbed core surfaces. Replacement calcite typically displays silt-size or larger aggregates of
calcite crystals that have replaced the skeletal material of various fossil fauna. Units 1 and 2,
which each display a wide variety of fossil content, will commonly contain a variety of
abundances of recrystallized skeletal allochems. The larger crystalline calcite grains are again
characteristic of units 1 and 2 and will typically be observed intermixed with crystalline
dolomite, suggesting original presence of calcite cement. Differentiation from dolomite is often
difficult without Alizarin Red-S. Elongate calcite crystals may also occur in intragranular
porosity zones growing from the outer edges of the void space.
500 μm

Figure 40. Photomicrograph from well 2820 at a depth of 10908 feet displaying fine grained
dolomite rhomb development in a wackestone (unit 2). Photo taken at 4x magnification in PPL.
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Compaction Features. Chemical and physical compaction features occur in both core
and thin sections throughout the Birdbear interval in the form of stylolites and fractured grains.
The occurrence of stylolites is associated with the chemical compaction of carbonate rocks and is
present within all three units. Stylolites within the formation occur on a variety of scales ranging
from micro-stylolites observed in thin section, to amplitudes of roughly one centimeter in
localized core intervals. Rarely, vertical stylolites are observed as well. The significant pressures
associated with stylolite formation are responsible for a substantial loss in porosity. Physical
compaction associated with increasing overburden pressures is present within the formation.
200 μm

Figure 41. Photomicrograph from well 2887 at a depth of 9228 feet displaying fine grained
dolomite rhombs in a calcite cement (unit 2). Photo taken at 10x magnification in PPL.
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The observation of the brittle fracturing of fossils, particularly within unit 2, is key in the
recognition of physical compaction of the interval. Similar to the chemical compaction features,
physical compaction can also be associated with substantial porosity loss as pore spaces collapse
under the high overburden pressures.
Fracturing. Fracturing occurs irregularly throughout the Birdbear as both vertical and
horizontal fractures. Unit 1 has the highest degree of fracturing during core evaluations. In hand
sample, the majority of fractures do not appear to be associated with significant porosity
increases. It is interpreted that some fracturing, particularly vertical fracturing, may be associated
with post-core fracture development. Abundant fracturing may easily be observed in thin
sections dyed with blue epoxy, and does appear to increase porosity values dramatically (Figure
42). Calcite and anhydrite filled fractures do occur, although it is not common, which may
indicate late stage fracture development.
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500 μm

Figure 42. Photomicrograph from well 2820 at a depth of 10890 feet displaying fracture porosity
development within crystalline calcite. Photo taken at 4x magnification in PPL.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
Reservoir Analysis
Production from both Saskatchewan and North Dakota provides the initial evidence for
production quality rocks within the Birdbear Formation, however, inconsistent production
quality indicates the need for improved analysis. Investigation of the lithological characteristics,
porosity, organic content, and depositional environment of the Birdbear Formation in
northwestern North Dakota have allowed for the enhanced evaluation of the formation as a
production quality reservoir. Easily recognizable changes in both lithology and reservoir quality
allow for the initial division of the Birdbear into three informal units.
Initial recognition of the unit 3 division is based on the presence of both the upper contact
of the formation and the anhydrite beds within the interval. Anhydrite beds of this nature only
occur within unit 3 and allow for the immediate recognition of a lithologic and depositional
boundary. Further investigation of the interval reveals the presence of various characteristics
which promote the separation of unit 3 into its own interval. The presence of thoroughly
dolomitized intervals throughout unit 3 provides distinctive reservoir features in the form of
enhanced porosity through definable intervals which are not seen within the underlying intervals.
The alternating anhydrite intervals may also provide for seals within the reservoir, trapping
hydrocarbons within the intervals of increased porosity. Organic content provides additional
justification for the recognition of unit 3 as its own reservoir quality interval. Of the eleven
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samples that returned adequate TOC percentages within the Birdbear interval, seven of the
samples were taken within unit 3. Rock-Eval Pyrolysis suggests that the potential source rock
beds within unit 3 are highly indicative of hydrocarbon producing intervals. The presence of a
hydrocarbon producing source rock within unit 3 further increases the probability of production
within the interval, particularly within the areas of increased interval thickness which have
proved to be indicative of increased porosity values.
The recognition of unit 2 as its own interval was initially based on its lithological
distinction from unit 3 in core intervals, however clear variations in reservoir quality became
evident with the evaluation of wire line logs, and the porosity evaluations of core intervals and
thin sections. During the analysis of neutron porosity and gamma ray curves throughout the
study area, a distinct change in log curve signatures was observed in the vicinity of the unit 2 –
unit 3 contact. Upon further evaluation, it was recognized that there existed not only a change in
lithology, but a consistent porosity increase as well. Correlations to core and thin section analysis
quickly validated these observations based on the presence of improved intragranular in
intergranular porosity. Thin section analysis reveals that the primary form of porosity exists with
the increased presence of silt sized dolomite rhombs which provide sufficient intergranular
porosity for hydrocarbon entrapment. However, the introduction of carbonate and anhydrite
crystallization into the system may locally decrease its porosity. The remaining four TOC
samples used in Rock-Eval Pyrolysis again indicate that hydrocarbon production may be
associated within localized source beds of unit 2. While these source beds are only observed in
limited localities, the source beds appear to hold similar potential for hydrocarbon generation to
that of unit 3. Overall, porosity evaluations of the interval reveal that unit 2 contains the best
reservoir quality rock. The overlying anhydrite beds of unit 3 may also provide a seal for
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entrapment of hydrocarbons, although the increased porosity of unit 2 likely allows for the lateral
migration of hydrocarbons away from areas with known source rock potential.
The unit 1 interval is associated with both a change in depositional environment and a
significant decrease in the reservoir quality of the formation. The interval was originally
recognized during core evaluations when the overall mottled character of the unit was observed.
Correlations with wire line logs reveal a small increase in gamma ray readings associated with
the contact between unit 1 and 2 which allowed for correlation of the unit throughout the study
area. The overall reservoir quality of the rock quickly diminishes when entering unit 1 and may
be observed in neutron porosity logs, core intervals, and thin sections. Log porosity evaluations
do reveal localized zones of increased porosity; however, the inconsistent nature of the interval
suggests that the reservoir quality is not on par with that of units 2 and 3. The decrease in
porosity can likely be attributed to the high levels of bioturbation and the abundance of calcite
crystallization within the interval. Each of these traits suggests that most of the original porosity
within the interval would have likely been destroyed. Limited samples were taken from unit 1,
which rarely showed presence of organic material and no samples returned noteworthy TOC
percentages. While unit 1 does not possess optimal reservoir quality rock, its localized
intragranular and fracture porosity could allow for the migration of hydrocarbons from
underlying units into the Birdbear system.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
1. Three units are recognized based on a combination of lithologic and reservoir characteristics
within the Birdbear Formation and are labeled as unit 1, unit 2, and unit 3; in ascending
order. Each unit is traceable across the entirety of the study area based on core and wire line
log characteristics.
2. Several lithologies are recognized throughout each of the three units based on diverse
abundances of grains and fossil fauna, however, four primary lithofacies may be recognized
based principally on the Dunham classification scheme as follows: anhydrite, mudstone,
wackestone, and packstone. Deposition of anhydrite beds occurs exclusively in unit 3,
however, the remaining three lithofacies occur within each unit interval. Mudstones tend to
dominate unit 3, while wackestones and packstones are more common of units 1 and 2.
3. Log porosity evaluations of neutron porosity curves and sonic logs reveal variable average
porosities for each unit. The overall average porosity of unit 1 is roughly 1.55% throughout
the study area. There is a significant average porosity increase moving upward into unit 2
where the average porosity of the interval was found to be 4.63% within the study area.
Finally a decrease in porosity from unit 2 into unit 3 which displays an average porosity of
roughly 2.32%.
4. Both intergranular and intragranular porosity are present throughout the formation with the
primary source of porosity associated with dolomite deposition. Deposition of silty dolomite
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rhombs, principally within units 2 and 3, provide reservoir quality intergranular porosity. A
diverse fossil fauna locally provides increased porosity in the form of intragranular pore
space.
5. Deposition of the Birdbear represents one regressive mega-cycle with deposition occurring
across a rimmed carbonate platform. Units 1, 2, and 3 represent deposition within individual
settings across the rimmed carbonate platform which are interpreted as subtidal,
intertidal/bank, and supratidal environments; respectively. Sequential steps through the
platform may be observed beginning with the maximum transgressive deposits at the end of
Duperow time progressing upward through the platform into the supratidal/lagoonal
environments of the overlying Three Forks Formation. Unit 1 represents the most
homogenous deposition in Birdbear time which is likely due to the transitional period
between transgressive and regressive deposits at the Birdbear – Duperow contact. Variability
in the vertical and lateral distribution of unit 2 is attributed to the laterally discontinuous
nature of the stromatoporoidal bank build ups and the seaward edge of the intertidal
environment, while the vertical and lateral variability of unit 3 is attributed to small scale sea
level fluctuations throughout its deposition.
6. The primary features recognized within the formation in relation to lithologic reservoir
changes are cementation, anhydrite development, dolomitization, and compaction. Each of
these features have had a significant influence on the reservoir characteristics of the
formation. Dolomitization of the interval is very evident within units 2 and 3. Precipitation of
calcite and anhydritic cement filled pore spaces within each unit and is associated with
infilling at the time of deposition and during post depositional emplacement. Compaction
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features such as stylolites and fractures are present throughout the interval and played a
significant role in porosity throughout the formation.
7. Analysis of the reservoir characteristics of each unit has revealed that unit 2 and unit 3 are
defined by traits which are characteristic of production quality reservoirs. The high porosity
values of unit 2 indicate that it may be a high quality reservoir rock, particularly where
porosity levels increase toward the north. The lowest anhydrite bed of unit 3 may act as a
sufficient seal to contain any hydrocarbons which may be produced within or have migrated
into the interval from an outside source. While unit 3 does not display porosity values as
great as that of unit 2, the localized presence of reservoir quality rock in combination with a
high source rock potential and adequate seal make it an appealing reservoir target.
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APPENDIX

Appendix
Core Descriptions
Well 11139 (33-105-01141-00-00)
Williams, Co., NWNW 23-156-100
Atlantic Richfield Co., Arco Nelson #1-23
2129 KB
10783 – 10787 Dolomudstone, Gray to dark gray, interbedded anhydrite, thin laminations which
dissipate down section; some likely algal, possible organic material with no oil shows, no
distinguishable fossils, no visible porosity or fracturing
10787 – 10792.5 Dolomitic anhydrite, light gray to light brown, laminations present but less
distinguishable, thin well defined zones of algal mats, no oil shows, no fossils, no visible
porosity or fracturing
10792.5 – 10798.6 Dolomudstone, light gray to dark gray, return to better defined laminations,
soft sediment deformation displays wavy contacts between layers and laminations, no
fossils, no oil shows, no visible porosity
10798.6 – 10799.3 Limy mudstone, Dark brown, gradational contact with overlying
dolomudstone, laminations dissipate when interval becomes heavily crystallized,
presence of laminations return near bottom of interval, no fossils, no oil shows, no
porosity
10799.3 – 10799.9 Dolomudstone, light brown to brown, sharp contact with overlying anhydrite,
lamination, soft sediment deformation, no fossils, no oil shows, no noticeable porosity
10799.9 – 10801.2 Wackestone, brown, moderately sorted subrounded medium sand grains,
grain size increases down interval (still medium grained), mud clasts, no visible sedstructures, no fossils, no oil shows, minimal porosity, fracturing in vicinity of mud clasts
TS10800 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, coarse grained anhydrite clasts,
micritic, laminated, calcispheres, crinoids, amphipora?, no porosity
10801.2 – 10801.4 Shale, thin laminations, soft sediment deformation, no fossils, no oil shows,
no porosity
10801.4 – 10804.9 Anhydrite, light brown to gray, abundant heavily fractured nodules, massive
at top of interval, laminations present at bottom of interval, trace medium grains, no
primary porosity, no oil shows, poorly defined horizontal fractures outside of nodules, no
fossils
10804.9 – 10807.3 Muddy limestone, dark brown to dark gray, contains zones of gravel size subrounded clasts forming near stylolite boundaries, likely associated with bioturbation.
Poorly defined laminations with wavy contacts, multiple stylolites, rare but very obvious
gastropods (calcite replaced), various fine grained undifferentiated shell fragments, no
visible porosity, potential organic content with no oil shows.
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10807.3 – 10821.8 Silty wackestone, calcite cement, dark brown, abundant fossil content,
amphipora, fossil hash (brachiopod? ostracod?), presence of brachiopod shell fragments
become more evident down section, rare large calcite replaced brachiopods, fossil content
decreases down section, moderate bioturbation, stylolites, pin-point porosity, slight oil
shows
TS10815 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud,
micritic, faintly mottled, echinoid spines, calcispheres, ostracods, crinoids, brachiopod
shell fragments?, rare auloporid coral?, poor porosity (1-2%)
10821.8 – 10829 Wackestone, brown to dark brown, abundant fossil content, amphipora,
brachiopod, rare bryozoans, rare large coral stems, and undifferentiated fossil hash,
bioturbated, slightly mottled down section, stylolites, intragranular porosity, very slight
oil shows
10829 – 10842 Limy wackestone, brown to dark gray, localized fossil content,
brachiopods/brachiopod fragments, amphipora, rare gastropods, heavily mottled, thin
wavy discontinuous mud layers, stylolites, no visible porosity, no oil shows
TS10837 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs,
brachiopods shell fragments, echinoid spines, crinoids, ostracods, rare gastropods, no
porosity
Well 13704 (33-105-01424-00-00)
Williams CO., SWSW 13-156-104
Flying J Oil & Gas, Inc., Equall #1-13
2508 KB
10686 – 10687 Silty mudstone, dark gray, interbedded anhydrite, thin laminations; soft sediment
deformation causes wavy contacts, no oil shows, no visible porosity, no fossils
10687 – 10691.1 Anhydrite, gray to dark gray, no sedimentary structures at beginning of interval
(1ft), bedded anhydrites, rare thin muddy laminations (algal?), no fossils, no oil shows,
no porosity
10691.1 – 10693 Mudstone, brown to dark brown, top of interval likely algal, middle of interval
bioturbated with intermixed anhydrite, end of interval well defined laminations, no fossil
content, no oil shows, pin-point porosity possible
10693 – 10696.8 Anhydrite, light brown to gray, laminations at top of interval decrease in clarity
down section due to soft sediment deformation, no fossils, no visible porosity or
fracturing, gradational contact with subsequent interval
10696.8 – 10698.6 Dolomudstone, light brown, anhydrite grades out through contact, thin wavy
laminations, rare thin muddy laminations, rare medium grains, compaction features, no
fossils, pinpoint porosity, no oil shows
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10698.6 – 10699.6 Muddy limestone, dark gray to brown, upper contact meets at a stylolite,
heavily crystallized, muddy laminations, very minor fracturing, likely somewhat organic,
no visible porosity, no fossil content, no oil shows
10699.6 – 10700.3 Anhydrite, gray to dark gray, laminations, no apparent organic material, no
porosity, no fossils, no oil shows
10700.3 – 10701 Silty dolomudstone, light brown, silty texture, pin-point porosity, rare coarse
grained anhydrite, wavy laminations, soft sediment deformation at bottom of interval, no
fossils, no oil shows
10701 – 10702 Limy mudstone, dark gray, clear laminations, many laminations are
discontinuous, rare stylolites near upper contact, no fossils, no noticeable porosity, no oil
shows
10702 – 10704 Dolomudstone, light brown, wavy laminations at top of interval, soft sediment
deformation, interbedded anhydrite (gradational contact), anhydrite beds become more
prominent down section, no fossils, no porosity, no oil shows
10704 – 10710 Mudstone, gray to dark gray, zones of rip-up-clasts that appear to be associated
with stylolites, bioturbated, laminations are poorly defined where distinguishable,
stylolites, rare gastropods, undifferentiated shell fragments, fractured zones, no visible
porosity, no oil shows
10710 – 10718.6 Silty limy wackestone, brown to dark brown, pinpoint porosity, fracture
porosity and intragranular porosity, abundant fossil content, amphipora, brachiopod shell
fragments, bryozoans?, ostracod fragments?, coral fragments, rare stylolites, rare thin
irregular muddy laminations, bioturbated, poor oil shows
10718.6 – 10725 Limy wackestone, dark gray, amphipora, brachiopod fragments, rare coral
stems, rare gastropods, undifferentiated fossil hash, mottled down section, stylolites, rare
thin wispy mud layers, bioturbated, poor porosity (rare intragranular), poor oil shows
10725 – 10744 Limy wackestone, gray to dark gray, heavily mottled, rare amphipora, rare large
gastropods, rare brachiopods, abundant stylolites, localized undifferentiated fossil hash,
thin rare muddy layers, fracture porosity, poor oil shows
Well 2887 (33-105-00599-00-00)
Williams Co., SWSE 20-159-103
William Herbert Hunt, Isabele Legge #1
2001 KB
9195 – 9201 Packstone, rarely grain supported, brown to dark gray, abundant fossil content,
amphipora, brachiopod and ostracod shell fragments, rare poorly defined stylolites, zones
of crystallized carbonate, possible laminations associated with thin mud layers, no
porosity, no oil shows
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TS9195.8 – Packstone, brown, colorless, ostracods, amphipora, dolomite, calcispheres,
microcrystalline carbonate mud, green algae, no porosity
TS9196 – Packstone, brown, colorless, dolomite, carbonate mud, calcispheres?, green
algae, good porosity (15%, likely not original)
TS9198 – Packstone, brown, tan, colorless, carbonate mud, ostracods, calcispheres,
dolomite rhombs, rare foraminifera, green algae, no porosity
TS9200.5 – Packstone, brown, colorless, dolomite, carbonate mud, ostracods,
brachiopods, brachiopod spines, calcispheres, amphipora?, auloporid coral, rugose coral,
green algae, no porosity
9201 – 9209.8 Wackestone, brown to dark gray, mottled, localized organics, wavy laminations,
amphipora, rare stylolites, rare crystalline carbonate zones, pinpoint porosity down
interval, no oil shows
TS9201 – Packstone, brown, colorless, crystalline dolomite, very fine grained (micritic)
dolomite, carbonate mud, brachiopods shell fragments, rare foraminifera, ostracods,
peloids?, green algae, amphipora, poor intragranular porosity (< 3%)
TS9203 – Micrite, tan, colorless, dolomite, carbonate mud, muddy laminations, no
fossils, < 5% porosity, contact in thin section  wackestone, foraminifera, calcispheres,
ostracod shell fragments, rare amphipora, no porosity
TS9206 – Packstone, brown, colorless, dolomite, carbonate mud, muddy laminations,
ostracod shell fragments, foraminifera, amphipora, calcispheres, green algae, localized
micritic zones, poor porosity (~1-2%)
TS9209 – Packstone, brown, colorless, rare dolomite, carbonate mud, green algae,
amphipora, ostracods, brachiopod shell fragments, stylolites, no porosity
9209.8 – 9213 Muddy wackestone, dark brown, faintly mottled, amphipora, rare undifferentiated
fossil hash, stylolites, wavy laminations, crystalline carbonate, mild fracturing, poor
porosity, possible organics with no oil shows
9213 – 9223 Silty wacke-packstone, brown, inter- and intra-granular porosity, visible carbonate
crystallization, rare anhydrite nodules, amphipora, brachiopod and ostracod fragments,
zones of intermixed anhydrite and mud, stylolites, wavy laminations, undifferentiated
fossil fragments, poor oil shows
TS9214 – Packstone (biomicrite), brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud,
stromatoporoid, ostracods, calcispheres, amphipora, brachiopod shell fragments, poor
intragranular porosity (1%)
TS9216 – Packstone/grainstone, brown, colorless, localized dolomite rhombs, carbonate
mud, stylolites, abundant green algae, brachiopod spines, amphipora, calcispheres, rare
ostracods, brachiopod shell fragments?, poor porosity (1-2%)
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TS9219.8 – Packstone (biomicrite), brown, tan, colorless, dolomite rhombs, carbonate
mud, crystalline dolomite, stromatoporoids, calcispheres, ostracod shell fragments,
brachiopod shell fragments, green algae, intragranular porosity (~4%)
TS9222 – Packstone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud, brachiopods
and brachiopod shell fragments, ostracods, and ostracod shell fragments, amphipora?,
calcispheres, green algae, auloporid coral, poor porosity (1-2%)
9223 – 9228 Muddy limy wackestone, dark brown, rare coral stems, calcite replaced brachiopods
and brachiopod fragments, syringopora, faintly mottled, localized muddy laminations, no
porosity, poor oil shows
TS9225 – Packstone, brown, colorless, localized dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud,
brachiopods, ostracods, calcispheres, foraminifera, green algae?, stromatoporoids?, poor
porosity (1%)
TS9227 – Packstone, brown, colorless, rare localized dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud,
ostracods, amphipora, calcispheres, auloporid corals? green algae?, rare foraminifera, rare
coral stem fragments (crinoids?), no porosity
9228 – 9255 Limy wackestone, dark brown to light brown down section, heavily mottled,
brachiopods and brachiopod fragments, ostracod, rare gastropods, thin wavy mud layers,
stylolites, infrequent fracturing, intraclasts, no porosity, no oil shows
TS9228 – Mudstone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, ostracods, foraminifera, green
algae, rare coral stem fragments, calcispheres, no porosity
TS9234 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, localized dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud,
brachiopods, ostracods, amphipora, coral stem fragments, green algae, calcispheres,
crystalline dolomite? (calcite?), no porosity
TS9239 – Mudstone, locally wackestone, brown, colorless, localized dolomite rhombs,
carbonate mud, coral stem fragments, foraminifera, ostracods, brachiopod shell
fragments, rare gastropods, no porosity
TS9245.5 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud,
laminations, coral stem fragments, ostracods, brachiopods, foraminifera, rare gastropods,
calcispheres, amphipora?, algal material, no porosity
TS9246.5 – Packstone, brown, colorless, localized dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud,
coral stem fragments, gastropods, foraminifera, brachiopods, ostracods, bryozoans?,
amphipora, calcispheres, no porosity
TS9248.8 – Mudstone, locally wackestone, brown, colorless, localized dolomite rhombs,
carbonate mud, faint laminations, amphipora, coral stem fragments, calcispheres,
brachiopods, ostracods?, no porosity
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TS9251 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, rare localized dolomite rhombs, carbonate
mud, crystalline dolomite, gastropods, green algae?, brachiopods, calcispheres, ostracods,
mottled, no porosity
TS9254 – wackestone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud, crystalline
dolomite, brachiopods, ostracods, rare foraminifera?, poor intragranular porosity (1%)
Well 10653 (33-105-01103-00-00)
Williams, Co., NWNW 11-155-101
Atlantic Richfield Co., Arco Reider #1-11
2059 KB
***10773 – 10795 have been very poorly cut and majority of interpretations are “best guess”
due to the lack of ability to interpret lithologic characteristics***
10770 – 10773 Anhydritic mudstone, gray to dark gray, muddy laminations with interbedded
anhydrite, no fossils, no porosity, no oil shows
***10773 – 10795*** limy mudstone, gray, carbonate crystallization, laminations, calcite
nodules, stylolites, rare anhydrite nodules, coral fragments, localized intragranular
porosity, appears to become more silty towards middle of interval and develops more
porosity, abundant amphipora, brachiopod fragments possible, mild fracturing down
interval, no oil shows***
10795 – 10801 Silty limy mudstone, brown, faint laminations, brachiopod fragments, amphipora,
rare large anhydrite nodules, intergranular porosity, thin “wispy” discontinuous mud
laminations, no oil shows
10801 – 10809.3 Silty limy packstone, brown, wavy poorly defined laminations, abundant fossil
content, amphipora, brachiopod fragments, ostracod, coral stem fragments,
stromatoporoid, bryozoans, significant intragranular porosity, pinpoint porosity, faint
carbonate crystallization, no oil shows
10809.3 – 10820 Limy wackestone, gray to brown, heavily mottled, coral stems, bryozoans,
amphipora, wavy mud laminations, stylolites, slight intragranular porosity, localized
pinpoint porosity, fracturing, no oil shows
Well 10837 (33-105-01115-00-00)
Williams Co., NENE 8-155-101
Tenneco Oil Co., Allison #2-8
2207 KB
10783 – 10784.2 Limy mudstone, dark brown to black, thin well defined laminations, likely
organic, no porosity, no fossil content, no oil shows
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10784.2 – 10787.3 Anhydritic dolomudstone, gray to dark gray, wavy laminations with
interbedded anhydrites, anhydrite dissipates down interval as laminations become better
defined, single undifferentiated (fossil or calcite nodule?) at 10786, soft sediment
deformation, stylolites at lower contact, no porosity, bottom of interval is fractured, no oil
shows
10787.3 – 10790 Silty limy mudstone, brown, fine grained, laminated, carbonate crystallization,
good intergranular porosity, rip up clasts at bottom of interval, soft sediment deformation,
rare fracturing, no fossil content, good oil shows
TS10787.5 – Dolomudstone, brown, colorless, faintly laminated, very fine grained,
heavily dolomitic, carbonate mud matrix, variable intergranular porosity (up to 15%)
TS10788 – dolomudstone, brown, colorless, faintly laminated, very fine grained, heavily
dolomitic, carbonate mud matrix, poor porosity, localized zones of intergranular porosity
(>20%)
TS10788.5 – Dolomudstone, brown, colorless, laminated, very fine grained, dolomitic,
faint carbonate mud, highly variable intergranular porosity (2% - >20%)
TS10789.4 – Dolomudstone, brown, tan, laminated, very fine grained, heavily dolomitic,
poor porosity (<2%)
TS10788.9 – Dolomudstone, brown, colorless, rare muddy laminations, heavily
dolomitic, carbonate mud, good intergranular porosity (>15%)
10790 – 10791.1 Anhydrite, gray, bioturbated, some fracturing, no fossils, no primary porosity,
no oil shows
10791.1 – 10792 Dolomudstone, light brown, gradational contact with preceding interval, faint
laminations, no fossil content, poor pinpoint porosity, no fracturing, no oil shows
10792 – 10794.8 Limy mudstone, dark brown to black, well defined zones of carbonate
crystallization, muddy laminations, calcite filled fractures, rare minute calcite grains, no
porosity, no fossils, possible organics with no oil shows
10794.8 – 10802.9 Anhydritic mudstone, gray to dark gray, laminations, rare undifferentiated
fossil fragments, localized zones of massive anhydrite, dark organic zone near bottom of
interval (still Anhydritic), no porosity, nor fracturing, no oil shows
10802.9 – 10803.2 Dolomudstone, light brown, laminations at top of interval, intermixed
anhydrite down interval, no porosity, no fossils, no oil shows
10803.2 – 10803.8 Limy mudstone, brown, laminated, discontinuous mud layers, carbonate
crystallization, no fossils, no porosity, possible organics
10803.8 – 10804.1 Sandy mudstone, light brown, fine grained, no sedimentary structures, poor
porosity, no fossils
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10804.1 – 10806 Limy mudstone, brown, laminated, carbonate crystallization, rare soft sediment
deformation, poor pinpoint porosity, no fossils, possible organics, no oil shows
10806 – 10808.5 Wackestone, light brown, laminations near top of interval dissipate down
section, large anhydrite nodules, coarse grained sand (anhydrite?), mud layers, poor
visible intergranular porosity, no fossils, no oil shows
10808.5 – 10819.8 Limy wackestone, brown, laminated, well defined interbedded anhydrites,
anhydrite nodules, coarse grained sand, zones of crystallized carbonate, amphipora,
stylolites, soft sediment deformation, poor porosity, possible organics
10819.8 – 10821.7 Dolomitic anhydrite, gray to light gray, poor layering, intermixed dolomite
mud, massive anhydrite toward top of interval, becomes bioturbated down interval, no
fossils, no porosity, no oil shows
10821.7 – 10823.2 Dolomitic wackestone, brown, bioturbated, scattered coarse grained sand,
rare stylolites, rare amphipora, carbonate crystallization, no visible porosity, poor oil
shows
10823.2 – 10824.9 Limy mudstone, dark brown, poorly defined laminations, rare stylolites,
brachiopod shell fragments, rare amphipora, no visible porosity, fracturing, possible
organics
10824.9 – 10828.3 Dolomitic silty mudstone, brown, no visible sedimentary structures, rare
stylolites, white anhydrite nodules, faint carbonate crystallization, thin discontinuous mud
bands, no visible fossil content, pinpoint porosity, good oil shows
10828.3 – 10832.4 Limy mudstone, brown to dark gray, poorly defined laminations, stylolites
present down section, discontinuous mud layers, rare amphipora, brachiopod shell
fragments down section, rare coral stem fragments, gradational contact with subsequent
interval, poor pinpoint porosity, possible organics
10832.4 – 10835.2 Dolomudstone, brown, rare poorly defined laminations, discontinuous mud
bands, no visible fossil content outside of gradational upper contact, pinpoint porosity,
possible organics
10835.2 – 10842 Dolo-wackestone, brown, localized laminations, mottled, amphipora, coral
fragments, brachiopod shell fragments, ostracod, rare anhydrite clasts, possible
stromatoporoid fragments, localized algal material (oncolite?), intragranular porosity,
pinpoint porosity, possible organic material
Well 6642 (33-105-00774-00-00)
Williams Co., NESE 5-155-101
Tenneco Oil Co., W. C. Jensen Et Al #1-5
2229 KB
10809 – 10812 Limy mudstone, gray, faint laminations, rare poorly defined stylolites, carbonate
crystallization, no visible fossils, possible organics, no porosity
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10812 – 10814.9 Anhydritic dolomudstone, gray to light gray, laminated, laminations become
less distinct down interval, interbedded anhydrite, localized anhydrite nodules, localized
carbonate crystallization, no visible fossils, possible organics, no porosity, gradational
contact with preceding interval
10814.9 – 10819.9 Dolomudstone, brown to gray, laminated, laminations become less defined
down interval, rare localized anhydrite beds down interval, rare stylolites, rip-up clasts,
localized algal material, no visible fossils, pinpoint porosity, organic material present
10819.9 – 10820.9 Limy mudstone, poorly defined laminations, stylolites, carbonate
crystallization, rare brachiopod shell fragments, heavily fractured, very rare chalcopyrite,
poor porosity, organic material present
10820.9 – 10823.8 Mudstone, gray-green, gradational contact with preceding interval, laminated,
amphipora, undifferentiated fossil fragments (brachiopod?), very rare chalcopyrite, no
visible porosity, possible organics
10823.8 – 10838.1 Anhydritic mudstone, gray to light gray, laminations, localized soft sediment
deformation, localized anhydrite nodules, likely algal, rare undifferentiated fossil hash
(brachiopods? Amphipora?), poor porosity, possible organics
10838.1 – 10839.5 Dolomudstone, brown, gradational contact with preceding interval,
laminations, soft sediment deformation, anhydrite nodules, brachiopod shell fragments,
medium grained anhydrite sand?, rip-up clasts at lower contact, possible organics, poor
porosity
10839.5 – 10840.6 Limy mudstone, dark gray, faint laminations, carbonate crystallization,
undifferentiated fossil hash, highly organic, poor porosity, lower contact meets at a
stylolite
10840.6 – 10841.2 Dolomudstone, light brown, laminations, undifferentiated fossil hash, poor
porosity, fine grained (anhydrite?) sand, stylolites, no oil shows
10841.2 – 10846.1 Dolo-wackestone, brown/gray, localized laminations, med-coarse grained
sand, anhydrite clasts, soft sediment deformation, localized mud layers, carbonate
crystallization, stylolites, amphipora, rare brachiopod shell fragments, rare fracturing,
pinpoint porosity, localized algal material, possible organics
10846.1 – 10846.9 Limy mudstone, dark gray, gradational contact with preceding interval, faint
laminations, carbonate crystallization, organics, no porosity
10846.9 – 10848 Dolomudstone, light brown, muddy laminations, interbedded anhydrite, soft
sediment deformation, interbedded fine grained sand, undifferentiated fossil hash,
pinpoint porosity, no oil shows
10848 – 10849 Anhydrite, gray, muddy laminations, no porosity, no fossil content, no oil shows
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10849 – 10852 Limy wackestone, gray to dark gray, faintly mottled, rip-up clasts at top of
interval, stylolites, brachiopod shell fragments, gastropods, amphipora, faint fracturing,
possible organic material, poor porosity
10852 – 10858 Limy wackestone, very faint/poorly developed laminations, discontinuous thin
wispy intermixed mud, anhydrite clasts, brachiopod shell fragments, ostracod shell
fragments, rare amphipora, stylolites, possible rip-up clasts, pinpoint porosity, faint oil
shows
10858 – 10859 Limy packstone, gray, abundant fossil content, amphipora, bryozoans,
brachiopod shell fragments, possible syringopora, stylolites, pinpoint porosity, poor oil
shows
10859 – 10862.1 Limy wackestone, brown, faint laminations, brachiopod, bryozoans,
amphipora, pinpoint porosity, rare intermixed muddy wisps, poor oil shows
10862.1 – 10865.5 Limy packstone, gray to brown, laminations, amphipora, brachiopod,
ostracod, abundant algal material, thin muddy wisps, intragranular porosity, pinpoint
porosity, poor oil shows
10865.5 – 10869 Wackestone, gray to brown, heavily mottled, stylolites, brachiopod shell
fragments, amphipora, possible ostracod shell fragments, heavily fractured, possible
organics, poor porosity
Well 5921 (33-105-00744-00-00)
Williams Co., SESE 18-154-95
Ashland Oil, Inc., Anna Mendenhall Et Al #1-18
1885 KB
9925 – 9925.6 Mudstone, gray to gray green, laminations, rare amphipora at top of interval,
undifferentiated fossil hash (brachiopods?), possible algal material, no porosity, no oil
shows
9925.6 – 9927 Anhydritic mudstone, gray, laminations, rare anhydrite nodules, interbedded
anhydrite, undifferentiated fossil hash, algal material, no porosity, no oil shows
9927 – 9927.3 Dolomudstone, light brown, symmetrical climbing ripples, very fine grained,
pinpoint porosity, no fossils, no oil shows
9927.3 – 9931 Limy mudstone, dark gray, laminations, carbonate crystallization, localized
burrowing, stylolites, calcite filled fractures, poor fracture porosity, no distinguishable
fossils, no visible granular porosity, organic material
9931 – 9931.7 Mudstone, light brown to gray, laminations, heavily algal, intragranular porosity,
undifferentiated fossil hash, no oil shows
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9931.7 – 9934 Anhydritic mudstone, light to dark gray, laminations (dissipate down section),
interbedded anhydrite, undifferentiated fossil hash (spines or spicules?), rare bryozoans,
localized pyritized grains, poor porosity, no oil shows
9934 – 9935.4 Anhydritic mudstone, dark gray, poorly defined laminations, fracture porosity,
undifferentiated fossil content near upper contact, possible algal content down section, no
oil shows
9935.4 – 9937.2 Dolomudstone, gray to brown, wavy laminations, anhydrite near top of interval
dissipates down section, rare stylolites, becomes more limy down section, localized
undifferentiated fossil content (need thin section), possible burrows, possible organics,
poor porosity
9937.2 – 9940.3 Limy wackestone, localized laminations, abundant stylolites, radial ooids?,
brachiopod shell fragments, undifferentiated shell fragments, carbonate crystallization, no
visible porosity, poor oil shows
9940.3 – 9943 Anhydritic limy wackestone, brown, little to no sedimentary structures, anhydrite
nodules, abundant stylolites, vertical stylolites, possible burrows, muddy layer near top of
interval, amphipora, brachiopod shell fragments, poorly developed stromatoporoids,
localized med-grained sand, poor intergranular porosity, no oil shows
9943 – 9946 Limy wackestone, light brown, laminated down interval, localized packstone,
stylolites, rare anhydrite clasts fill primary porosity, abundant amphipora, rare
stromatoporoids, brachiopod shell fragments, rare bryozoans down interval, pinpoint
porosity, no oil shows
9946 – 9948.5 Muddy limy packstone, light brown to dark brown, poorly defined muddy
laminations, abundant stromatoporoids, abundant branching bryozoans, brachiopod shell
fragments, stylolites, intragranular porosity, primary porosity has been filled, pinpoint
porosity, poor oil shows
9948.5 – 9956 Limy packstone, light brown, no recognizable sedimentary structures, abundant
stromatoporoids, abundant branching bryozoans, articulated brachiopod, brachiopod shell
fragments, ostracod shell fragments, amphipora?, rare stylolites, vuggy and intragranular
porosity, pinpoint porosity, calcite filled primary porosity, poor oil shows
9956 – 9968 Limy wackestone, light brown, no recognizable sedimentary structures, gradational
contact with preceding interval, gradual dissipation of branching bryozoans (rare
localized occurrences through interval), abundant (typically ) articulated brachiopod,
brachiopod shell fragments, abundant stromatoporoid, ostracod fragments, stylolites,
vuggy and intragranular porosity, pinpoint porosity, calcite filled primary porosity, no oil
shows
9968 – 9975.2 Muddy limy packstone, brown, no recognizable sedimentary structures, abundant
stromatoporoids, return of bryozoans, rugose coral fragments? (or bryozoans?),
brachiopod shell fragments, ostracod fragments, muddy “laminations”, carbonate
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crystallization associated with filling of primary porosity, stylolites, intragranular
porosity, pinpoint porosity, rare vuggy porosity, poor oil shows
9975.2 – 9978 Limy packstone, light brown to dark brown, poorly developed wavy laminations,
muddy laminations, abundant stromatoporoid, abundant amphipora, brachiopod shell
fragments, pinpoint porosity, rare vuggy porosity, poor oil shows
9978 – 9984 Limy wackestone, dark brown, heavily mottled, muddy laminations, brachiopod
shell fragments, ostracod fragments, amphipora, rare anhydrite nodules, stylolites,
heavily fractured, possible organics, poor porosity
Well 999 (33-105-00423-00-00)
Williams Co., SWNE 23-154-100
The Texas Co., J. M. Donahue #1
2253 KB
Questionable footage values… TF – BB “contact” at 11248.5 but contact appears too close to
base of anhydrites for that to be correct
Many poor thin sections
11248.5 – 11251 Anhydrite, gray, laminated near top of interval, nodular down interval (chicken
wire structure), no fossils, no porosity, no oil shows
TS11251 – Anhydrite, gray/colorless, massive, no fossils, no porosity
11251 – 11258 Limy packstone, gray to dark gray, localized laminations, abundant amphipora,
stromatoporoid, brachiopod shell fragments, ostracod?, rare coral fragments, rare
anhydrite clasts, poor intragranular porosity, pinpoint porosity down section, possible
organics
TS11252.8 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, dolomite, carbonate mud, brachiopods,
ostracods, green algae?, calcispheres, amphipora, stylolite, no porosity
TS11253-54 – (thin section labeled as interval) Packstone, brown, colorless, dolomite
rhombs, localized crystalline dolomite, carbonate mud, laminations, coral fragments,
ostracods, green algae, calcispheres, no porosity
TS11254.8 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, faint laminations, dolomite rhombs,
carbonate mud, ostracods, amphipora, calcispheres, foraminifera, poor porosity (1%)
TS11255 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, faint laminations, dolomite rhombs, carbonate
mud, rare crystalline dolomite, heavily dolomitized unidentified fossils, intergranular
porosity (~3-4%)
11258 – 11264 Limy wackestone, brown, laminations, amphipora, coral stem fragments,
stromatoporoid, ostracod fragments, stylolites, possible rare pyritization, well defined
anhydrite crystals, algal material, good porosity, poor oil shows
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TS11259 – Packstone, brown, colorless, localized laminations, localized dolomite
rhombs, crystalline dolomite, carbonate mud, amphipora, calcispheres, coral stem
fragments, brachiopods, rugose coral fragments?, intergranular porosity (4%)
TS11264 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud, rugose
coral, brachiopod shell fragments, intragranular porosity (4%)
11264 – 11273 Limy wackestone, gray, mottled, brachiopods and ostracod shell fragments,
amphipora, coral fragments, rugose coral, rare stromatoporoid, stylolites, possible rare
pyritization, poor porosity, poor oil shows
TS11268-69 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud,
faint laminations, brachiopods, amphipora, calcispheres, rare coral stem fragments,
foraminifera, ostracods, lath anhydrite, poor intragranular porosity (1-2%)
TS11273 – Packstone, brown, colorless, localized dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud,
brachiopods, crinoids, amphipora, calcispheres, rare coral stem fragments, bryozoans?,
no porosity
11273 – 11297 Limy mudstone, gray to dark gray, heavily mottled, brachiopod shell fragments,
ostracod shell fragments, gastropod, muddy “laminations”, stylolites, rare anhydrite
clasts, poor porosity, mild fracturing, poor oil shows
TS11280 – wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, calcite, crystalline dolomite, localized
dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud, laminations, brachiopods, bryozoans, gastropods,
calcispheres, coral stem fragments, crinoids, amphipora?, no porosity
TS11289-90 – wackestone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, faintly mottled, carbonate
mud, brachiopod shell fragments, calcispheres, amphipora, auloporid corals?, no porosity
TS11291 – mudstone, tan, colorless, faintly laminated, abundant crystalline dolomite,
poor porosity (~2%)
TS11292 wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, crystalline dolomite,
carbonate mud, brachiopod shell fragments, coral stem fragments, crinoids, calcispheres,
ostracods, amphipora?, foraminifera, stylolites, no porosity
11297 – 11300 Limy wackestone, dark gray, no sedimentary structures, faintly mottled,
carbonate crystallization, brachiopod shell fragments, ostracod shell fragments, possible
organics, slight fracturing, no porosity
TS11299 – Packstone, brown, colorless, lath anhydrite infilling vugs, dolomite, carbonate
mud, stylolite, calcispheres, brachiopods?, mottled, no porosity
TS11300 – Wacke-packstone, brown colorless, localized dolomite rhombs, carbonate
mud, faintly mottled, calcispheres, ostracods, crinoids?, crystalline dolomite, no porosity
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Well 21786 (33-053-03843-00-00)
McKenzie Co., SWNW 4-151-98
Denbury Onshore, LLC., Rink 12-4ESH
2119 KB
Three Forks  Birdbear Contact (sharp)
11413 – 11415.3 Anhydrite, gray, nodular anhydrite (chicken wire structure), no fossils, no
porosity, no oil shows
11415.3 – 11419.7 Limy mudstone, dark gray, laminations, carbonate crystallization, rare
anhydrite nodules, brachiopod shell fragments, faint stylolites, no visible porosity,
organics
11419.7 – 11420.7 Anhydrite, gray to dark gray, laminated, possible interbedded organics,
possible sponge? (very regular, circular “spots” @ 11420.5), no porosity, no oil shows
11420.7 – 11422.9 Dolomudstone, dark gray, wavy laminations, interbedded anhydrites (more
prominent up section), faint stylolites, wavy beds (ripples?), stylolites, no porosity, no
fossils, possible organics
11422.9 – 11424.8 Dolomite, brown, gradational contact with preceding interval, wavy
laminations (ripples?), no fossils, pinpoint porosity, poor oil shows
11424.8 – 11426.2 Boundstone?, typically higher energy, sponge?, filled with mud, slickensides
on top, dark gray, some sort of fracturing (likely post coring), rare stylolites, no visible
fossils, organics
11426.2 – 11427.3 Anhydrite, gray to dark gray, nodular anhydrite (chicken wire structure), no
fossils, no porosity, no oil shows
11427.3 – 11428.3 Dolomudstone, brown, wavy laminations, likely algal, faint carbonate
crystallization, rare anhydrites nodules, brachiopod shell fragments, poor pinpoint
porosity, possible organics
11428.3 – 11430 Limy mudstone, dark gray, laminations, carbonate crystallization, rare
brachiopod shell fragments, organics, good oil shows (water beads on surface), slight
fracturing, no porosity
Well 3086 (33-053-00505-00-00)
McKenzie Co., C NW 1-152-95
Amerada Petroleum Corp., Antelope Unit "B" #1
2210 KB
10507 – 10509.5 Bedded anhydrite, brown to dark gray, faint laminations down interval, top of
interval is messy (distorted), muddy “wisps”, amphipora?, no visible porosity, no oil
shows
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TS10507.5 – Anhydritic mudstone, tan, colorless, faintly laminated, massive anhydrite,
dolomitic mud, ooids in localized muddy interval, no porosity
10509.5 – 10511 Anhydritic dolomudstone, light brown, laminations destroyed, very messy,
brecciated anhydrite, muddy “wisps”, stylolites, no visible fossil content, poor porosity,
no oil shows
10511 – 10512.4 Limy wackestone, brown, poorly defined laminations, amphipora, anhydrite
clasts, abundant stylolites, no visible porosity, possible organics
TS10511.8 – Packstone, brown, colorless, crystalline dolomite, carbonate mud, localized
massive anhydrite, green algae, calcispheres, crinoids, amphipora, foraminifera, no
porosity
10512.4 – 10516.1 Limy packstone, light brown, no visible sedimentary structures, abundant
amphipora, stromatoporoid clasts (transported, rounded edges), abundant stylolites
(vertical and horizontal), anhydrite clasts, vuggy porosity, no oil shows
TS10513.7 – Packstone, brown, colorless, dolomite, carbonate mud, auloporid coral,
calcispheres, green algae, good porosity (>5%, may not be original)
TS10514 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, dolomite, carbonate mud, auloporid
coral, brachiopod shell fragments?, green algae, calcispheres, porosity (~5%, may not be
original)
TS10515 – Packstone, brown, colorless, dolomite, carbonate mud, localized muddy
laminations, stromatoporoid clasts, green algae, calcispheres, ostracods?, amphipora, rare
foraminifera, poor intragranular porosity (3%)
10516.1 – 10518 Limy wackestone, light brown, faintly laminated, amphipora, stylolites,
anhydrite clasts, poor pinpoint porosity, no oil shows
TS10516.4 – wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, dolomite, carbonate mud, amphipora,
calcispheres, green algae, stromatoporoid clasts?, rare crinoids, poor intragranular
porosity (3%)
TS10517.7 – Packstone, brown, colorless, dolomite, carbonate mud, anhydrite,
amphipora?, calcispheres, ostracods, crinoids, foraminifera, stromatoporoid clasts?, green
algae, no porosity
10518 – 10533 Limy packstone, locally grainstone, light brown, no visible sedimentary
structures, abundant amphipora, stromatoporoids (down section), anhydrite filled vugs,
stylolites, some vuggy porosity, pinpoint porosity, no oil shows
TS10521 – Grainstone, brown, colorless, dolomite filled vugs, amphipora, calcispheres,
rare ostracods, vuggy porosity (>5%)
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10533 – 10546.5 Limy packstone, locally wackestone (up interval) light brown, laminations,
muddy “wisps”, abundant stromatoporoids, amphipora (become more abundant down
interval), bryozoans, coral stems, rugose coral, anhydrite filled vugs (crystalline), vuggy
porosity, pinpoint porosity, no oil shows
TS10535.7 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, dolomite, carbonate mud, ostracods,
gastropods, lath anhydrite?, stylolites, poor porosity (2%, may not be original)
TS10536 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, auloporid coral, rugose
coral, ostracods, stromatoporoid, intragranular and intergranular porosity (4-5%)
TS10537 – Wackestone, tan, colorless, dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud, stromatoporoid,
auloporid coral, good intergranular porosity (6%)
TS10538 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud, stylolites,
auloporid coral, rare brachiopod shell fragments, rare lath anhydrite, good intragranular
porosity (5-6%)
TS10542 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, crystalline dolomite,
carbonate mud, rare auloporid corals, intergranular porosity (~4%)
TS10545.5 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud, stylolites,
auloporid corals, amphipora, stromatoporoids, brachiopod shell fragments, poor porosity
(~2%)
10546.5 – 10548.2 Limy wackestone, dark gray, no visible sedimentary structures, amphipora,
brachiopods?, stromatoporoids, possible organics, poor porosity
TS10547 – Packstone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud, stylolites,
stromatoporoids, auloporid coral, rare ostracods, calcispheres, poor porosity (~1%)
TS10548 – Packstone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud,
stromatoporoids, auloporid coral, rugose coral, rare foraminifera, coral stem fragments?,
ostracods, poor porosity (~1%)
10548.2 – 10565 Limy wackestone, dark gray, heavily mottled, rare gastropods, ostracod,
brachiopod shell fragments, algal material?, stylolites, poor porosity, possible organics
TS10548.3 – Packstone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, crystalline dolomite,
carbonate mud, mottled, gastropods, ostracods, crinoids, brachiopods, calcispheres, rare
auloporid coral, no porosity
TS10551 – fossiliferous wackestone, brown, colorless, abundant carbonate mud, rare
localized dolomite rhombs, stylolites, crinoids, foraminifera, ostracods, coral stem
fragments, gastropods, calcispheres, algal material?, no porosity
TS10553.5 – fossiliferous packstone (biosparite & biomicrite?), brown, colorless,
abundant carbonate mud, stylolites, mottled, crinoids, foraminifera, coral stem fragments,
calcispheres, ostracods, rare auloporid coral, no porosity
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TS10555.5 – Mudstone, brown, colorless, abundant carbonate mud, rare dolomite,
mottled, stylolites, coral stem fragments, rare brachiopods, ostracods, gastropods?,
crinoids?, no porosity
TS10556 – Mudstone, locally wackestone, brown, colorless, abundant carbonate mud,
mottled, gastropods, foraminifera, crinoids, coral stem fragments, crinoids, brachiopods,
no porosity
TS10558 – wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, localized dolomite rhombs, crystalline
dolomite, carbonate mud, stylolites, foraminifera, coral stem fragments, gastropods,
crinoids, brachiopods shell fragments, calcispheres, no porosity
TS10562 – wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, localized dolomite rhombs, carbonate
mud, stylolites, brachiopods, crinoids, foraminifera, ostracods, coral stem fragments,
calcispheres, gastropods, no porosity
Well 2967 (33-053-00493-00-00)
McKenzie Co., NWSE 3-152-96
Texaco Inc., A. S. Wisness #2
2317 KB
10536 – 10536.6 Dolomudstone, brown, laminations, ripples at bottom of section, brachiopod
shell fragments, anhydrite bed, rip up clasts?, coarse anhydrite grains at lower contact,
pinpoint porosity, no oil shows
10536.6 – 10539.1 Limy mudstone, black to dark gray, laminations, no visible fossil content, no
porosity, organic (algal mats?)
10539.1 – 10543.2 Anhydrite, gray, bedded anhydrite, no visible fossil content, no porosity, no
oil shows
TS10542.9 – dolomitic anhydrite, tan, colorless, massive anhydrite, no porosity
10543.2 – 10545 Anhydritic dolomudstone, wavy laminations, anhydrite clasts, fine anhydrite
grains, poorly developed stylolites, undifferentiated fossil content, poor porosity, no oil
shows
10545 – 10548.1 Limy mudstone, brown to black, gradational contact with preceding interval
(dolomite dissipates), faint laminations down interval, carbonate crystallization,
undifferentiated fossil content, stylolites, no visible porosity, possible organics
TS10545 – (very poor thin section) Wackestone, tan, colorless, very fine grained
dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud, green algae?, calcispheres, crinoids, ostracods?, poor
porosity (1%, difficult to differentiate due to quality of section)
TS10545.4 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs, stylolites,
calcispheres, rare foraminifera, ostracods, amphipora? (heavily altered), poor porosity (12%, may not all be original)
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TS10547 – Mudstone, brown, colorless, very fine grained dolomite rhombs, carbonate
mud, very faint laminations, crystalline anhydrite, green algae, no porosity
10548.1 – 10551 Limy packstone, gray/brown, no visible sedimentary structures, amphipora,
undifferentiated fossil content, unidentified medium grained sand, stylolites, poor
porosity, no oil shows
TS10549.9 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, crystalline carbonate,
calcispheres, foraminifera, peloids?, poor porosity (< 1%)
10551 – 10553.4 Limy mudstone, brown to dark brown, no visible sedimentary structures,
amphipora, ostracod shell fragments, muddy “wisps”, stylolites, no porosity, organics
TS10552 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, lath anhydrite, crinoids,
foraminifera, ostracods, brachiopods, amphipora, green algae, calcispheres, porosity (7%,
likely not all original)
10553.4 – 10555.5 Limy packstone, brown to dark gray, no visible sedimentary structures,
amphipora, stromatoporoid, transported stromatoporoid clasts (rounded edges), anhydrite
filled vugs, poorly developed intragranular porosity, possible organics
TS10555 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs, fine grained
anhydrite, stylolites, ostracods, green algae, calcispheres, amphipora, crinoids, rare
auloporid coral?, no porosity
10555.5 – 10561.2 Limy wackestone, dark gray, poorly defined muddy laminations, amphipora,
stromatoporoid, rare bryozoans, anhydrite clasts, muddy “wisps”, stylolites, poor
porosity, possible organics
TS10557 – wackestone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs, very faint
laminations, lath anhydrite, amphipora, green algae, calcispheres, ostracods, no original
porosity visible
10560.8 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, laminations, stylolites,
ostracods, amphipora, green algae, calcispheres, peloids?, no porosity
10561.2 – 10567.8 Limy packstone, brownish gray, no visible sedimentary structures,
amphipora, stromatoporoid, anhydrite clasts, stylolites, heavily fractured, poor porosity,
poor oil shows
TS10564 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, lath anhydrite, amphipora,
stromatoporoids, ostracods, calcispheres, auloporid coral, poor intragranular porosity (23%)
TS10566 – Wackestone, packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, lath anhydrite,
auloporid coral, ostracods, calcispheres, amphipora, intragranular porosity (2%, likely not
original)
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10567.8 – 10577.9 Silty limy packstone, brown to light brown, faint localized muddy
laminations, amphipora, rugose coral, stromatoporoids, anhydrite nodules, anhydrite
filled vugs (crystalline), bryozoans (near upper contact), stylolites, intragranular porosity,
pinpoint porosity, poor oil shows
TS10570.9 – Packstone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud, localized
muddy laminations, amphipora, auloporid coral, rare ostracods, stromatoporoids, poor
intragranular porosity, (1-2%, may not be original)
TS10575 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs, faint muddy
laminations, rugose coral, stromatoporoid, amphipora?, rare auloporid coral, intragranular
porosity (3-4%)
10577.9 – 10594 Limy wackestone, dark brown, heavily mottled, brachiopod shell fragments,
gastropods, anhydrite nodules, ostracods, stylolites, rare stromatoporoids near upper
contact, poor porosity, mildly fractured, possible organics
TS10578 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, abundant dolomite rhombs,
localized muddy laminations, stromatoporoids?, calcispheres, crinoids, gastropods?, poor
porosity (1%)
TS10580 – Wacke-Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs,
stylolites, mottled, brachiopods, ostracods, crinoids, calcispheres, coral stem fragments,
spicules?, poor porosity (1%)
TS10581 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs, mottled,
brachiopods, gastropods, ostracods, crinoids, foraminifera, rare coral stem fragments,
calcispheres, poor porosity (1%)
TS10586 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, crystalline carbonate, rare
dolomite, muddy laminations, stylolites, gastropods, brachiopods, coral stem fragments,
calcispheres, ostracods, no porosity
TS10589 – Wackestone, brown, carbonate mud, micritic zone, mottled, faint localized
laminations, stylolites, ostracods, coral stem fragments, calcispheres, foraminifera, no
porosity
Well 2820 (33-053-00477-00-00)
McKenzie Co., NWSW 5-151-95
Texaco Inc., F. P. Keogh #4
2416 KB
10885 – 10890 Muddy anhydrite, gray, laminations, localized muddy intervals (rarely dolomitic
up interval), no visible fossil content, no porosity, no oil shows
TS10886.7 – Muddy anhydrite, tan, colorless, massive anhydrite, muddy laminations, no
porosity
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TS10889.1 – Muddy anhydrite, brown, colorless, massive anhydrite, muddy “wisps”,
calcispheres, good fracture porosity (8%)
10890 – 10892.3 Dolomudstone, light brown to gray, faint laminations in middle of interval, top
and bottom of interval are very messy, interval gradually becomes more limy toward
lower contact, stylolites, no distinguishable fossil content, poor porosity, no oil shows
TS10890.1 – Mudstone, brown, colorless, micritic, crystalline anhydrite, dolomitic mud,
rare crinoids, calcispheres, green algae, good fracture porosity (8%)
10892.3 – 10894.8 Limy mudstone to wackestone, no distinguishable sedimentary structures,
carbonate crystallization, rare anhydrite nodules, amphipora, stylolites, no porosity,
possible organics
TS10893.1 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, crystalline carbonate,
calcispheres, ostracods, brachiopods?, green algae, foraminifera, crinoids?, no porosity
10894.8 – 10899.8 Silty limy mudstone, brown, laminations, elongate crystals at top of interval
(anhydrite?), muddy “wisps”, ostracod shell fragments?, pinpoint porosity, faint oil
shows (possible organics)
TS10896 – Mudstone, brown, colorless, lath anhydrite, carbonate mud, calcispheres, rare
foraminifera, peloids?, green algae?, poor fracture porosity (2%)
TS10898.2 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud, anhydrite,
faint muddy laminations, calcispheres, no porosity
10899.8 – 10908.2 Silty limy wackestone, locally packstone, brown to gray, faint muddy
laminations, transported stromatoporoids (rounded edges), coral stem fragments,
bryozoans?, amphipora, stylolites, intragranular porosity, pinpoint porosity, poor oil
shows
TS10900 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs, anhydrite,
calcispheres, green algae?, good localized porosity (7%)
TS10902.2 –Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs,
stylolites, calcispheres, brachiopod fragments?, foraminifera, rugose coral?, ostracods,
amphipora, poor porosity (2-3%)
TS10903 – Wacke-packstone, brown colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs,
ostracods, green algae, calcispheres, amphipora (ghost)?, poor porosity (1-2%)
TS10905 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud, green algae,
ostracods, amphipora?, auloporid coral, very good porosity (20%)
10906.6 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs,
auloporid coral, stromatoporoid fragments, amphipora, green algae, calcispheres, very
good porosity (18%)
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TS10907.2 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs,
crystalline dolomite, amphipora, calcispheres, green algae, auloporid coral, very good
porosity (18%)
TS10908 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, localized dolomite
rhombs, crystalline dolomite, calcispheres, ostracods, amphipora, brachiopod fragments?,
green algae?, good localized porosity (~18%, no porosity where dolomite rhombs are
absent)
10908.2 – 10910 Limy mudstone, gray, no visible sedimentary structures, rare amphipora, rate
coral stem fragments, stylolites, rare anhydrite nodules, pinpoint porosity, no oil shows
TS10909.6 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs,
auloporid coral, green algae, amphipora?, brachiopod shell fragments, rare ostracods,
good porosity (~20%)
10910 – 10916.8 Silty limy packstone, gray brown, faint muddy laminations, amphipora,
spines?, coral stem fragments, rugose coral, bryozoans, stromatoporoids, anhydrite clasts,
brachiopods, stylolites, intragranular porosity, pinpoint porosity, no oil shows
TS10910.2 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs, faint
stylolite, auloporid coral, calcispheres, amphipora, green algae, rare coral stem fragments,
rare ostracods, good porosity (20%)
TS10911.3 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs,
faintly laminated, auloporid coral, amphipora, gastropod?, rare coral stem fragments,
ostracods, brachiopod shell fragments?, good porosity (20%)
TS10913.2 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs, localized
muddy laminations, crystalline dolomite, auloporid coral, amphipora, ostracods,
stromatoporoids?, good localized porosity (18-20%)
TS10914.4 – Packstone, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs, auloporid coral, ostracods,
rugose coral, amphipora, calcispheres, foraminifera, good porosity (18-20%)
TS10914.5 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs, faint muddy
laminations, stromatoporoids, amphipora, brachiopod shell fragments, auloporid coral,
calcispheres, good porosity (18-20%)
TS10916.4 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs, crystalline
dolomite, discontinuous muddy laminations, stromatoporoids, auloporid coral,
amphipora, brachiopod shell fragments?, good porosity (~18%)
TS10916.8 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs, crystalline
dolomite, syringopora?, rugose coral, rare crinoids, brachiopod shell fragments, good
porosity (18-20%)
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10916.8 – 10942.8 Limy mudstone, locally wackestone, gray to dark gray, heavily mottled,
anhydrite clasts, ostracods, brachiopods, amphipora?, gastropods, stylolites, poor
porosity, possible organics
TS10919.3 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, locally, packstone, mottled, carbonate mud,
dolomite rhombs, brachiopods shell fragments, crinoids, bryozoans?, ostracods,
calcispheres, porosity (~5%)
TS10920 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud, mottled,
ostracods, calcispheres, crinoids, brachiopod shell fragments, echinoid spines?, localized
porosity (3%)
TS10921.1 – Packstone, locally wackestone, brown, colorless, localized dolomite
rhombs, carbonate mud, brachiopods (crystalline carbonate filled), echinoid spines,
crinoids, foraminifera, ostracods, rare localized porosity (2-3%)
TS10927.6 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, rare localized dolomite
rhombs, calcite filled vugs, gastropods, crinoids, ostracods, echinoids, calcispheres,
foraminifera, brachiopod shell fragments, rare localized fracture porosity (5%)
TS10928.1 – Mudstone, locally wackestone, brown, colorless, abundant dolomite rhombs
(micritic), localized carbonate mud, ostracods, brachiopod shell fragments, foraminifera,
echinoid spines, rare calcispheres, poor porosity (3%), rare fracture porosity
TS10930.4 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud,
mottled, stylolites, gastropods, brachiopod shell fragments, crinoids, ostracods,
calcispheres, foraminifera, echinoid spines, poor porosity (3%)
TS10937.6 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, rare localized dolomite
rhombs, stylolites, crinoids, foraminifera, brachiopod shell fragments, calcispheres,
ostracods, echinoid spines, echinoids, rare gastropods, bryozoans?, green algae?, rugose
coral?, poor fracture porosity (~2%)
TS1040.3 – Packstone, brown, colorless, mottled, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs,
crystalline carbonate, brachiopod shell fragments, crinoids, foraminifera, gastropods,
calcispheres, ostracods, echinoid spines, green algae?, localized fracture porosity (3-4%)
TS1041.6 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, localized dolomite rhombs,
crystalline carbonate, brachiopods shell fragments, calcispheres, foraminifera, crinoids,
gastropods, ostracods, poor porosity (2-3%)
10942.8 – 10948??? (missing 10944-10947) Limy wackestone, dark gray, carbonate
crystallization, anhydrite clasts, undifferentiated fossil content, stylolites poor porosity,
organics
TS10943.6 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, crystalline dolomite, dolomite
rhombs, brachiopod shell fragments, crinoids, ostracods, foraminifera, echinoid spines,
green algae, calcispheres, gastropods?, poor porosity (1-2%), localized fracture porosity
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Well 2602 (33-053-00449-00-00)
McKenzie Co., C NE 6-153-95
Texaco Inc., Seth A. Garland #5
1983 KB
Very messy core… intervals may not be precise.
10037 – 10042.1 Muddy anhydrite, light brown to gray, wavy mud laminations, soft sediment
deformation, no visible fossil content, no porosity, no oil shows
TS10037-40 – Anhydritic mudstone, brown, colorless, massive anhydrite,
undifferentiated opaque grains (pyrite?), faintly laminated, no porosity
TS10040 – Anhydritic mudstone, brown, colorless, faint laminations, massive anhydrite,
muddy “wisps”, no porosity
TS10040.5 – Anhydritic mudstone, brown, colorless, laminated, dolomitic mud,
undifferentiated opaques, no porosity
TS10041 – Mudstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, anhydrite nodules (massive), no
porosity
TS10042 – Mudstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, anhydrite nodules (massive), no
porosity
10042.1 – 10044.1 Silty dolomudstone, light brown, faint laminations, possible ripples, anhydrite
clasts, no visible fossil content, pinpoint porosity, no oil shows
TS10042.8 – Mudstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, muddy “wisps”, anhydrite
nodules (massive), no porosity
TS10043 – Mudstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, lath and massive anhydrite,
faintly laminated, stylolites, rare dolomite rhombs, peloidal?, no distinguishable porosity
TS10044 – Mudstone, brown, colorless, dolomitic mud, anhydrite, laminated, peloids?,
calcispheres, no distinguishable porosity
10044.1 – 10044.8 (almost no clean faces for this interval) Limy mudstone, dark gray, faint
laminations, no visible fossil content, no visible porosity, organics (algal?)
10044.8 – 10049.5 Muddy anhydrite, dark gray to brown, laminations, anhydrite nodules, faint
stylolites down interval, no visible fossil content, no visible porosity, no oil shows
TS10045 – Muddy anhydrite, brown, colorless, massive anhydrite, carbonate mud,
laminated, no visible porosity
TS10046 – Muddy anhydrite, brown, tan, well defined laminations, massive anhydrite,
carbonate mud, no visible porosity
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TS10046.6 – Anhydrite, colorless, brown, laminations, carbonate mud, massive
anhydrite, no visible porosity
TS10048 – Mudstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, faint laminations, massive
anhydrite, no visible porosity
TS10049 – Muddy anhydrite, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, massive anhydrite,
stylolites, porosity (2-3%)
10049.5 – 10059 Limy mudstone to wackestone, brown to gray, faint laminations down interval,
messy up interval, faint carbonate crystallization, amphipora, anhydrite clasts/nodules,
rare stylolites, pinpoint porosity down interval, poor oil shows
TS10051 – Muddy anhydrite, brown, colorless, massive anhydrite, carbonate mud,
stylolites, poor porosity (1-2%)
TS10052 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, anhydrite nodules (massive),
crystalline dolomite, calcispheres, green algae, peloids?, porosity? (~1%)
TS10052.6 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs,
anhydrite filled vugs, amphipora, foraminifera, calcispheres, green algae, crinoids,
intragranular porosity (4%)
TS10052.8 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, lath anhydrite, dolomite
rhombs, calcispheres, peloids?, green algae, calcite filled fractures, intergranular and
fracture porosity (5%)
TS10053 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs, anhydrite
filled vugs, amphipora, poor intragranular porosity (3-4%)
TS10054 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, anhydrite filled vugs,
amphipora, foraminifera, crinoids?, ostracods, calcispheres, green algae, poor
intragranular porosity (3%)
TS10055 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, rare dolomite rhombs, anhydrite
filled vugs, amphipora, rare crinoids, green algae, intragranular porosity (5%, may not be
original)
TS10056 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs,
amphipora, calcispheres, green algae, porosity (4-5%)
TS10057.9 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, crystalline dolomite,
amphipora, auloporid coral, green algae, good intragranular porosity (20%)
TS10058 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, anhydrite filled vugs,
amphipora, crinoids, green algae, calcispheres, intragranular porosity (6-8%)
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10059 – 10064.7 Silty limy packstone, light brown, poorly defined muddy laminations between
grains, abundant amphipora, anhydrite filled vugs, intragranular porosity, pinpoint
porosity, poor oil shows
TS10059 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, calcite filled vugs, amphipora,
ostracods, foraminifera, calcispheres, brachiopod shell fragments, intragranular porosity
(6%)
TS10060 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs, amphipora,
auloporid coral, rare foraminifera, good intragranular porosity (~8%)
TS10061 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs, amphipora,
intragranular porosity (~8%)
TS10061.8 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs, muddy
laminations, amphipora, ostracods, calcispheres, green algae, good intragranular porosity
(~8%)
TS10062 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, crystalline carbonate
(dolomite?), rare anhydrite, amphipora, ostracods, calcispheres?, intergranular porosity
(6%)
TS10064 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, crystalline carbonate
(dolomite?), rugose coral, ostracods, brachiopod shell fragments, intragranular porosity
(4%)
10064.7 – 10071.2 Limy wackestone, locally mudstone, brownish gray, no visible sedimentary
structures, amphipora, bryozoans, stromatoporoids, anhydrite filled vugs, slight
intragranular porosity, pinpoint porosity, poor oil shows
TS10066 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate, crystalline carbonate, amphipora,
ostracods, calcispheres?, peloids?, intragranular porosity (4%)
TS10067 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, crystalline calcite, stylolites,
amphipora, bryozoans, calcispheres, green algae?, peloids?, intragranular porosity (5%)
TS10068 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, ostracods, calcispheres,
brachiopod shell fragments?, porosity (~8%, may not be original)
TS10069.9 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, crystalline dolomite,
amphipora, brachiopods, intergranular porosity (6%)
TS10070.1 – Mudstone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs (micritic), carbonate mud
clasts, faintly mottled, echinoid stems, ostracods, rare crinoids, rare brachiopod shell
fragments, fracture porosity (5%)
10071.2 – 10078 Limy wackestone, brownish gray, no visible sedimentary structures,
amphipora, stromatoporoids, brachiopod shell fragments?, anhydrite filled vugs,
stylolites, pinpoint porosity, no oil shows
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TS10072 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, crystalline dolomite,
stylolite, stromatoporoids, ostracods, calcispheres, brachiopod shell fragments, crinoids,
porosity (3-4%)
TS10073 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, crystalline dolomite,
amphipora?, ostracods?, brachiopod shell fragments?, poor porosity (~2%)
TS10074.5 – wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, crystalline calcite,
crystalline dolomite, stylolites, brachiopod shell fragments, stromatoporoids, ostracods,
calcispheres, green algae?, auloporid coral?, porosity (6%)
TS10075 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, crystalline dolomite, faint
stylolites, amphipora, ostracods, brachiopod shell fragments, calcispheres,
stromatoporoids, poor porosity (~2-3%)
TS10076 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, crystalline dolomite, stylolites,
stromatoporoids, ostracods, brachiopod shell fragments, calcispheres, poor porosity (2%)
TS10076.5 – Wacke-packstone, brown colorless, carbonate mud, crystalline dolomite,
faint stylolites, stromatoporoids, ostracods, calcispheres, brachiopod shell fragments,
porosity (5%)
TS10077.4 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, crystalline dolomite,
stylolites, stromatoporoids, ostracods, auloporid coral, brachiopod shell fragments,
calcispheres, porosity (5%)
TS10074.5 – Stromatoporoid (thin section is essentially one large piece of a
stromatoporoid), tan, stylolite, localized dolomite rhombs, rare auloporid coral, good
intragranular porosity (~15%)
10078 – 10090 Silty limy wacke-packstone, brown, faint laminations, amphipora,
stromatoporoids, rugose coral, bryozoans, anhydrite clasts/filled vugs, spines?, muddy
“wisps”, poorly developed stylolites, intragranular porosity, pinpoint porosity, good oil
shows
TS10079 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, stylolites, stromatoporoids,
gastropods?, intragranular porosity (~6-7%)
TS10080 – Wackestone, tan, colorless, abundant dolomite rhombs (micritic), faint
stylolites, stromatoporoids, rare crystalline dolomite, rugose coral?, rare auloporid coral,
good intergranular porosity (~10%)
TS10084.5 – Mudstone, brown, colorless, abundant dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud,
good intergranular porosity (15-16%)
TS10086 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud,
crystalline dolomite, stylolites, rugose coral, auloporid coral, amphipora?, ostracods?,
good intergranular porosity (~15%)
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TS10086.5 – (poor thin section) Mudstone, brown, dolomite rhombs, carbonate mud,
porosity (~6%)
TS10086.7 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs, faint
laminations, stromatoporoids, amphipora, brachiopods shell fragments, auloporid coral,
calcispheres?, porosity (5%)
TS10089.5 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs, mottled,
brachiopod shell fragments, calcispheres?, fracture porosity (5%)
10090 – 10096 (very messy, poorly defined) Limy wackestone, brown, no distinguishable
sedimentary structures, faintly mottled, amphipora, brachiopod shell fragments, stylolites,
pinpoint porosity, faint oil shows
TS10090 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs, faint
stylolites, brachiopod shell fragments, intergranular porosity (4%)
TS10091 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs
(micritic), mottled, stylolites, brachiopod shell fragments, porosity (3-4%)
TS10092 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, mottled, stylolites, brachiopod
shell fragments, crinoids?, calcispheres?, porosity (3%)
TS10093 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs, stylolites,
mottled, brachiopod shell fragments, echinoid spines, crinoids, calcispheres, ostracods,
gastropods?, bryozoans?, porosity (3%)
Well 1343 (33-053-00203-00-00)
McKenzie Co., NWSW 7-152-94
Amerada Petroleum Corp., Helen G. Price #3
2200 KB
10540 – 10542.2 Muddy anhydrite, gray to brown, faint laminations in muddier zones, localized
undifferentiated muddy “grains”, no visible fossil content, no porosity, no oil shows
10542.2 – 10542.4 Limy mudstone, dark gray/brown, faint laminations, anhydrite clasts near
lower contact, no visible fossil content, no porosity, possible organics
10542.4 – 10544.1 Muddy anhydrite, gray to brown, wavy laminations, rare rip up clasts, no
visible fossil content, no visible porosity, no oil shows
10544.1 – 10545.9 Limy mudstone, gray/brown, top of interval has very poorly defined
laminations, laminations down interval, rare anhydrite clasts, no fossil content, no
porosity, possible organics
10545.9 – 10546.6 Muddy anhydrite, gray, wavy laminations, faintly mottled, no fossil content,
no visible porosity, no oil shows
10546.6 – 10548.6 Limy mudstone, gray to brown, laminations (likely algal), no visible fossil
content, poor porosity, organics
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10548.6 – 10549.4 (messy core) Anhydrite, gray, no visible sedimentary structures, no fossils, no
porosity, no oil shows
10549.4 – 10550 Silty dolomudstone, light brown, laminations, anhydrite crystallization, no
fossil content, pinpoint porosity, no oil shows
10550 – 10550.3 Limy mudstone, dark brown, no visible sedimentary structures, no visible fossil
content, no porosity, possible organics
10550.3 – 10550.8 Silty dolomudstone, light brown, laminations, anhydrite crystallization, no
visible fossils, pinpoint porosity, no oil shows
10550.8 – 10551.7 Limy mudstone, dark gray/brown, no visible sedimentary structures,
anhydrite clasts, faint muddy “wisps”, no visible fossils, no porosity, organics
10551.7 – 10552.8 Dolomudstone, light brown, faint laminations, no fossil content, pinpoint
porosity, no oil shows
10552.8 – 10554 Muddy anhydrite, gray to brown, laminations (algal?), no fossil content,
porosity between laminations (likely formed post core), no oil shows
10554 – 10554.5 Dolomudstone, light brown, no visible sedimentary structures, no fossils,
pinpoint porosity, no oil shows
10554.5 – 10555.7 Anhydrite, gray, muddy laminations, no fossil content, no porosity, no oil
shows
10555.7 – 10556.2 Dolomudstone, light brown, faint laminations, localized anhydrite beds,
anhydrite crystallization, no visible fossil content, pinpoint porosity, no oil shows
10556.7 – 10556.9 Anhydrite, gray, laminations, no fossils, no porosity, no oil shows
10556.9 – 10557.2 Dolomudstone, light brown, laminations, transported stromatoporoid?, no
definite fossil content, pinpoint porosity, no oil shows, thin anhydrite bed at lower
content
10557.2 – 10558.5??? (2 inch “foot”) Limy mudstone, gray, faint laminations, carbonate
crystallization, no visible fossil content, no porosity, possible organics
10558.5 – 10561.9 Muddy anhydrite, gray to light brown, laminations, pyrite, no fossil content,
no porosity, no oil shows
10561.9 – 10564.3 Limy mudstone, gray, no visible sedimentary structures, carbonate
crystallization, anhydrite filled nodules, stylolites, no fossil content, no porosity, possible
organics
10564.3 – 10565 Limy packstone, brown, faint mud laminations, amphipora, rare brachiopod
shell fragments, poor pinpoint porosity, no oil shows
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10565 – 10566.5 Limy mudstone to wackestone, gray to dark gray, faint laminations, amphipora,
rare anhydrite grains, stylolites, no porosity, possible organics
10566.5 – 10568.4 Limy wacke-packstone, brown/gray, no visible sedimentary structures,
amphipora, ostracod?, stylolite at lower contact, no porosity, no oil shows
10568.4 – 10570 Silty limy wackestone, brown, no visible sedimentary structures, anhydrite
nodules, brachiopod shell fragments?, pinpoint porosity, faint oil shows
GAP IN CORE
10598 – 10608 Limy wackestone, locally mudstone, brown to gray, heavily mottled, anhydrite
filled vugs, gastropods, brachiopod shell fragments, ostracods, poor porosity, no oil
shows
Well 13698 (33-023-00425-00-00)
Divide Co., SESW 18-163-95
Rjl Oil & Gas, Inc., Rjl Dudley Kimberly #14-18
1920 KB
7793 – 7793.4 Anhydrite, gray to dark gray, nodular anhydrite (chicken wire structure), muddy
laminations towards lower contact, no fossils, no porosity, no oil shows
7793.4 – 7794.6 Limy mudstone, brown to dark gray, mud laminations, carbonate crystallization,
anhydrite nodules, mild fracturing, thin zone of muddy clasts at lower contact, no fossils,
poor porosity, possible organics
7794.6 – 7798.1 Limy mudstone, brown to dark brown, well defined laminations, faint carbonate
crystallization, rare anhydrite clasts near upper contact, mild fracturing (probably not
original), rip up clasts, interval becomes somewhat messy near lower contact (algal?),
stylolites, no visible fossils, poor porosity, organics
7798.1 – 7798.5 Dolomudstone, light gray, poorly defined laminations, most structure has been
destroyed, no visible fossil content, no porosity, no oil shows
7798.5 – 7799.5 Muddy anhydrite, light gray to dark gray, laminated up section, faint chicken
wire structure down interval, muddy “wisps”, no fossils, poor porosity, no oil shows
7799.5 – 7799.9 Dolomudstone, light brown, wavy laminations (become distorted down
interval), possibly algal, rare anhydrite clasts, brachiopod shell fragments?, pinpoint
porosity, no oil shows
7799.9 – 7802.3 Limy mudstone, dark brown, faint laminations, carbonate crystallization,
anhydrite clasts, stylolites, faint fracturing (likely post core), no visible fossil content, no
porosity, likely organic
7802.3 – 7802.9 Dolomudstone, light brown, faint laminations, no visible fossil content, pinpoint
porosity, no oil shows
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7802.9 – 7804.4 Mudstone, greenish light gray, poorly defined laminations, various clasts from
destroyed layers, no visible fossil content, no porosity no oil shows
7804.4 – 7806 Muddy anhydrite, gray to brown, faint laminations down interval, soft sediment
deformation, no visible fossils, no porosity, no oil shows
7806 – 7806.8 Mudstone, brown to gray, muddy laminations, no visible fossil content, no
porosity, no oil shows
7806.8 – 7807.8 Anhydrite, dark gray, faintly laminated, muddy layers down interval, no visible
fossil content, no porosity, no oil shows
7807.8 – 7808.8 Anhydritic mudstone, light brown to light gray, localized laminations, anhydrite
clasts, possible soft sediment deformation, no visible fossil content, no porosity, no oil
shows
7808.8 – 7810.1 Anhydrite, gray to dark gray, lamination near upper contact, nodular anhydrite
down interval (chicken wire structure), muddy “wisps”, no visible fossil content, no
porosity, no oil shows
7810.1 – 7812.7 Anhydritic silty dolomudstone, light brown, laminations, anhydrite sand grains,
anhydrite filled vugs and fractures, stylolites, no fossils, pinpoint porosity, faint oil shows
7812.7 – 7814.3 Limy mudstone, dark brown, poorly defined laminations, gradational contact
with preceding interval, carbonate crystallization, anhydrite grains, no visible fossils, no
porosity, likely organic
7814.3 – 7815.8 Dolomudstone, brownish gray, thin laminations, faint soft sediment
deformation, poorly developed stylolites, no fossils, poor porosity, no oil shows
7815.8 – 7821.3 Muddy anhydrite, brown to dark gray, predominantly thinly bedded, localized
nodular anhydrite down interval (chicken wire structure), laminated stromatoporoid
fragments, no porosity, no oil shows
7821.3 – 7824.3 Anhydritic mudstone, brown to dark gray, wavy laminations, very Anhydritic
but mud has become predominant, faintly dolomitic, anhydrite nodules, no visible fossils,
no porosity, no oil shows
7824.3 – 7826.7 Dolomudstone, light brown to gray, wavy laminations, very faintly Anhydritic,
stylolites, no visible fossil content, no porosity, no oil shows
7826.7 – 7830 Silty dolo-wackestone to packstone, light brown, localized laminations,
undifferentiated muddy grains, rare anhydrite, no distinguishable fossil content,
intergranular porosity, poor oil shows
7830 – 7833 Limy mudstone, dark brown, poorly defined laminations, gradational contact with
preceding interval, rare amphipora, rare anhydrite clasts, stylolites, poor porosity,
possible organics
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7833 – 7840 Limy wackestone, dark brown, no distinguishable sedimentary structures,
gradational contact with preceding interval, brachiopod shell fragments, amphipora,
ostracod shell fragments, spines, rare rugose coral, sponges?, anhydrite filled vugs,
stylolites, poor porosity, organics
7840 – 7848 Limy packstone, brown, no sedimentary structures, gradational contact with
preceding interval, brachiopod shell fragments, ostracod shell fragments, rugose coral,
amphipora, stromatoporoids, coral stems, anhydrite clasts, stylolites, poor porosity,
organics
Well 4599 (33-013-00704-00-00)
Burke Co., SWSE 25-162-90
Anschutz Corp., Ormiston #1
1957 KB
7465 – 7467.1 Limy mudstone, brown, faint laminations, stylolites, no visible fossil content, no
porosity, possible organics
TS7465 – Mudstone, tan, colorless, crystalline carbonate, stylolites, rare anhydrite grains,
no porosity
7467.1 – 7467.8 Dolomudstone, gray, wavy laminations, muddy “wisps”, no visible fossil
content, poor porosity, no oil shows
7467.8 – 7468.5 Anhydrite, gray to light gray, anhydrite laminations, no fossil content, no
porosity, no oil shows
TS4768 – Muddy anhydrite, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, crystalline anhydrite, no
porosity
7468.5 – 7468.8 Silty dolomudstone, light brown, laminations, rare anhydrite clasts/grains, no
visible fossil content, pinpoint porosity, no oil shows
7468.8 – 7469.3 Anhydrite, gray, no sedimentary structures, nodular anhydrite, faint chicken
wire structure, no fossils, no porosity, no oil shows
7469.8 – 7471.4 Limy mudstone, dark gray, faint laminations, carbonate crystallization, altered
pyrite at lower contact, no visible fossils, no porosity, possible organics
TS7471 – Mudstone, tan, colorless, faint localized laminations, crystalline carbonate,
localized anhydrite crystals, poor porosity (3%)
7471.4 – 7471.7 Silty dolomudstone, light brown, laminations, no fossils, pinpoint porosity, no
oil shows
7471.7 – 7472.3 Limy mudstone, dark brown, faint laminations, no visible fossil content, no
porosity, possible organics
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TS7471.8 – Mudstone, brown, carbonate mud, stylolites, rare localized crystalline
anhydrite, no porosity
7472.3 – 7477 Muddy anhydrite, light gray to dark gray, localized laminations, faintly dolomitic,
anhydrite nodules down interval (chicken wire structure), muddy “wisps”, rare/localized
stromatoporoid fragments, muddy clasts, no visible porosity, no oil shows
7477 – 7478 Dolomudstone, light brown to gray, laminations, algal?, rare anhydrite crystals, silty
up interval (pinpoint porosity), no fossils, no oil shows
7478 – 7479.6 Silty limy wackestone, light brown, laminations?, carbonate crystallization,
stylolites, laminated stromatoporoid fragments, undifferentiated coarse grains down
interval, pinpoint porosity, no oil shows
TS7479 – Wackestone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, crystallized dolomite, faint
laminations, stylolites, calcispheres ghosts?, poor porosity (~2%)
7479.6 – 7481.3 Limy mudstone, dark gray/brown, faint laminations down interval, carbonate
crystallization, no visible fossil content, no porosity, possible organics
7481.4 – 7482 Anhydrite, gray to light brown, laminations, laminated stromatoporoid
fragments?, no porosity, no oil shows
7482 – 7484 Limy wackestone, dark brown, no sedimentary structures, carbonate crystallization,
muddy “wisps”, brecciated anhydrite, rare anhydrite clasts, stylolites, no visible fossils,
possible organics
TS7483.4 – wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, localized crystalline
calcite, stylolites, calcispheres, rare ostracods, amphipora?, poor intragranular porosity
(~2%)
7484 – 7485 Silty limy packstone, light brown, faint laminations, gradational contact with
preceding interval, undifferentiated sand grains, stylolites, no visible fossils, good visible
and pinpoint porosity, possible organics
TS7485 – Pack- to Grainstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, crystalline dolomite,
faintly laminated, calcispheres, coral stem fragments? (heavily altered), peloids?, green
algae?, good intra- and intergranular porosity (10%)
7485 – 7489 Limy mudstone, light brown, localized faint laminations, carbonate crystallization,
anhydrite clasts, amphipora, ostracods, localized muddy layer down interval, stylolites,
pinpoint porosity, poor oil shows
TS7485.2 – Mudstone, locally wackestone, gray/brown, colorless, carbonate mud,
dolomite, calcite, stylolites, calcispheres, ostracods, amphipora?, rare foraminifera, rare
crinoids, green algae, good intra and intergranular porosity (~10%, some may not be
original)
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TS7485.5 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, calcite, dolomite,
calcispheres, crinoids, foraminifera, auloporid corals, amphipora, green algae, ostracods,
good intragranular porosity, moderate intergranular porosity (~7%)
7489 – 7491.9 Silty limy wackestone, brown, localized laminations, amphipora, coral stem
fragments, transported stromatoporoid fragments, anhydrite nodules, muddy “wisps”,
stylolites, good pinpoint porosity, poor oil shows
TS7490 – Wackestone, locally packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite
rhombs, laminations, stylolites, amphipora, auloporid coral, calcispheres, green algae,
ostracods, good intragranular porosity (~6%)
TS7491 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite, calcite, rare localized
massive anhydrite, amphipora, foraminifera, crinoids, green algae, calcispheres, moderate
porosity (3%)
7491.9 – 7496.1 Silty limy packstone, brown, muddy laminations, abundant amphipora,
stromatoporoid fragments, ostracod shell fragments, stylolites, visible intragranular
porosity, pinpoint porosity, poor oil shows
TS7492 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite, stylolites, amphipora,
calcispheres, ostracods, foraminifera, green algae, poor intergranular porosity (< 2%)
TS7493.5 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, calcite, dolomite, amphipora,
green algae, calcispheres, rare ostracods, rare gastropods, foraminifera, good
intragranular porosity (15%)
7496.1 – 7511.2 Silty limy wackestone, locally packstone, brown, poorly defined muddy
laminations, amphipora, rugose coral, coral stem fragments, bryozoans, stromatoporoids,
ostracods, stylolites, intragranular porosity, pinpoint porosity, poor oil shows
TS7498.5 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, calcite, stylolites, amphipora,
auloporid coral, green algae, calcispheres, foraminifera, ostracods, brachiopods shell
fragments?, crinoids?, porosity (1-2%)
TS7499.1 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite, stylolites, faintly
laminated, auloporid coral, foraminifera, brachiopods, calcispheres, amphipora,
intragranular porosity (6%)
TS7499.5 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs,
brachiopods shell fragments, ostracods, calcispheres, foraminifera, auloporid coral,
amphipora, algal material?, intragranular and intergranular porosity (4-5%)
TS7501.7 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, crystalline calcite,
stylolites, brachiopods, ostracods, foraminifera, rare amphipora, rare gastropods,
auloporid coral?, no porosity
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TS7505.1 – Wacke-packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, crystalline calcite,
crystalline dolomite, stylolites, auloporid coral, foraminifera, brachiopods, calcispheres,
rugose coral?, stromatoporoids?, poor porosity (1%)
TS7505.9 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, crystalline dolomite, rugose
coral, ostracods, rare auloporid coral, no porosity
TS7506 – Packstone, tan, colorless, carbonate mud, rare dolomite, calcispheres, auloporid
coral, ostracods, gastropods, amphipora?, brachiopods?, poor porosity (1%)
TS7509 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, crystalline carbonate, rugose
coral, brachiopods, calcispheres, ostracods, rare auloporid coral, rare foraminifera,
gastropods?, good porosity (7%, all may not be original)
TS7509.5 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite, calcispheres,
ostracods, foraminifera, gastropods, rare auloporid coral, sponge spicules?, good
intragranular porosity (~4%)
TS7510 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, rare crystalline dolomite,
auloporid coral, calcispheres, foraminifera, crinoids, ostracods, microcrystalline silica?,
poor porosity (~1%)
TS7511 – Packstone, brown, colorless, carbonate mud, localized dolomite rhombs, rare
auloporid corals, calcispheres, brachiopods, ostracods, coral fragments?, faintly mottled,
poor intragranular porosity (1-2%)
7511.2 – 7515 Silty limy wackestone, brown, mottled, coral stem fragments, brachiopod shell
fragments?, amphipora, ostracod shell fragments?, stylolites, good pinpoint porosity, poor
oil shows
TS7514 – Wackestone, tan, colorless, carbonate mud, dolomite rhombs, ostracods,
brachiopods shell fragments, calcispheres, rare crinoids?, porosity (3%)
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